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PREFACE

In the seventeenth century, Armenian pilgrims to Jerusalem made many gifts to the convent

of St. James, and the cathedral and its dependent churches were greatly enriched by their
generosity. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the patriarchate fell into financial
dificulties, owing to the unscrupulous conduct of agents sent from Constantinople to
administer its affairs. These difficulties were resolved largely through the efforts of two men,
Yovhannes and Grigor ('the Chain-bearer'), who were in 1717 elected patriarchs of Constantinople and Jerusalem respectively, and who managed to extricate the convent from its
debts. It then entered a new period of prosperity, and amongst other projects the churches
were redecorated. To this period belong the tiles and pottery which form the main subject
of the present work.
In Jerusalem, the Armenians were jointly responsible with the Greeks and Latins for the
maintenance of the Holy Places, and during the second decade of the eighteenth century
the question of repairs to the Holy Sepulchre became urgent. The necessary firmans were
obtained from the Ottoman government to carry out these repairs, mainly to the cupola
above the Holy Sepulchre, and it appears that at one moment [c. 1718) the three leading
churches agreed to co-operate in its restoration. For this purpose, the Armenians had made
in Kiitahya in north-western Turkey, a series of pictorial tiles with biblical subjects, donated
by Armenian families in the town.
These tiles were never actually installed in the Holy Sepulchre, although the reason for
this is not known. Whether the agreement between the three churches proved impracticable,
or whether the Greeks and Latins objected to the specifically Armenian character of the tiles,
is a matter for speculation. The Turks may even have objected to them on the grounds that
the Christians had to adhere stringently to the rule that restoration meant only making
good the fabric, exactly as it was before. Instead, the tiles were included amongst those
used to decorate the churches of the Armenian convent. More than fifty of the pictorial
tiles formed a series. Their order was determined by an Armenian chronicle painted on the
lower margins; when they were placed in the convent, they were rearranged out of sequence.
The tiling of the churches was the responsibility of a monk named Elia, who in 1737 recorded
his efforts in the colophon of a manuscript now in Jerusalem. Besides these tiles, more than
ten thousand decorative tiles of many different patterns were used on the walls. Most of
these were also made in Kiitahya, and they form an unparalleled collection, virtually
unknown, of tiles from that town. At the same time, pottery was also made in Kiitahya
for Jerusalem. This included bowls and dishes painted by the same artist who made the
pictorial tiles, as well as votive offerings in the shape of ewers, basins, incense-holders, and
hanging ornaments, donated by Armenians as souvenirs of their pilgrimage to Jerusalem.
When the present study was begun in i960, it was the writer's intention to publish only
the pictorial tiles in the Etchmiadzin chapel of the cathedral of St. James. But during the
years that followed, it appeared that there were others belonging to the series, hidden
away in odd and unsuspected comers of the convent, as well as in collections abroad,
which should also be included. At the same time it was evident that the Jerusalem collection could provide an excellent starting-point for a comprehensive study of the Kiitahya
pottery industry, an account that has so far been lacking. This led to research in museum
and private collections of Kiitahya pottery throughout the world, so that as much comparative material as possible could be included.
For publication the work has been divided into two parts intended to complement each
other, but each complete in itself. This volume is the first part, and is devoted primarily
to the pictorial tiles and pottery and their history. Here I must acknowledge a great debt to
,
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my friend Professor C. J. F. Dowsett, who has translated all the Armenian inscriptions and
reconstructed the series; without his efforts, in Jerusalem and in Oxford, it would have been
impossible to have produced the work at all. Whilst Professor Dowsett provided the translations and notes on the inscriptions, the detailed descriptions and drawings of the tiles
and pottery are my responsibility alone. Included also in the first part is a catalogue of
all inscribed and dated Kiitahya pottery, from many different sources besides Jerusalem,
which provides a basis for any further study of the Kiitahya industry.
The second part is such a study, utilizing the inscribed material as well as Armenian and
other records, to trace the history of the Kiitahya industry from its origins in the mid fifteenth
century to the present day. It became clear in the course of this study that the Kiitahya
potteries were active at the same time as the Isnik industry in Turkey, and that the importance of their contribution to the development of Turkish pottery has been underestimated.
Besides the chronological survey, the second part consists of an illustrated catalogue of
the different types of decorative tiles amongst the thousands in the Armenian churches in
Jerusalem. The position of each tile is shown on plans of the walls. This laborious work was
necessary on two counts; first, in order to ascertain that no type had been overlooked,
and provide a guide for future students; and second, to determine whether individual tiles
were put up before 1737 by Elia, and not the result of later patching.
That the two volumes are liberally illustrated with colour plates is due to the generosity
of the Publications Committee of the American University of Beirut; the Galouste
Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon; the National Association of Armenian Studies and

Research, Harvard; and the Delegates of the Oxford University Press. It is with pleasure
that I acknowledge here my indebtedness to all these institutions. Miss Myrtle Winter was
responsible for taking many of the photographs, in sometimes very difficult situations
(unforgettable was her virtuosity at the top of a twenty-foot ladder, whilst photographing
one of the tiles, C 7.)
During seven years of frequent visits to Jerusalem, I have been generously afforded every
facility by Patriarch Yeshige Derderian; the Grand Sacristan, Archbishop Hairig Aslanian;
and the Keeper of the manuscripts. Bishop Norayr Bogharian. The Patriarch s secretary,
Mr. G. Hintlian, has always been most helpful in practical matters, as has Mr. Sahak
Kahvedjian, the custodian of the Gulbenkian Library in the convent. Working in the
churches, any measure of success I have had has been largely due to the trust and assistance
of the Reverend Garabed Antreassian, whose intimate knowledge of the convent is unrivalled. Long days spent working in the quiet of the Armenian cathedral are amongst my
'

pleasantest memories of Jerusalem. Nor must I omit to mention the help and friendliness
of the nuns, custodians of the church of the Holy Archangel.
The field work was financed by successive grants from the Rockefeller Foundation,
administered by the Research Committee of the American University of Beirut. The preparation of the material for publication was aided by grants from the British Academy; the
Nubar Pasha Fund, Oxford; and the Dean's Fund, of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, of
the American University of Beirut. I was also helped by a grant from St. Antony's College;

and by the Faculty of the Oriental Institute, who found space for me to work whilst I was
in Oxford. I would also like to thank Mr. Albert Hourani for his advice and hospitality;
and Dr. Kathleen Kenyon for her help and encouragement.
Numerous institutions allowed me to study and record their collections of pottery for

publication, including the British Museum; the Victoria and Albert Museum; the Royal
Scottish Museum; the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford; the Musce Ceramique de Sevres;
the Musee des Arts Decoratifs, Paris; the Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels; the
Cincinnati Art Museum; the Benachi Museum, Athens; the Arab Museum, and the

Gezirah Museum, Cairo; the National Museum, Damascus; the Palestine Archaeological
Museum,'Jordan; the museum of the Convent of San Lazzaro, Venice; the Museo
Ceramico Faenza; the Topkapu Sarayi Museum, Istanbul; the Isnik, Kiitahya, Kayseri,
,
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and Konya museums in Turkey; and the Ankara Ethnographic Museum; to the Directors
and staff of all of them I extend my thanks.

Mr. Robert Gulbcnkian has kept a kindly eye on the progress of my research for a
number of years, and to his credit is the discovery of one of the most important tiles in
the pictorial series. I am indebted to the present owner, M. Soustiel, for allowing me to
include it in this publication. In London, the late Mr. Arthur Lane helped me greatly, as
did also Mr. Basil Gray, and Mr. Ralph Pinder Wilson. In Turkey, Dr. Oktay Aslanapa
assisted me by letting me see the results of his excavations at Isnik. In the United States,
I was much helped by Dr. Manoog S. Young, Director of the National Association of
Armenian Studies and Research. Mr. Gerald Reitlinger has continued to be an encouraging
critic of many aspects of my work. Dr. G. Lewis and Dr. D. Richards helped me by translating Turkish and Arabic inscriptions on some of the objects. Mr. Robert Charleston
aided me by arranging for samples of Turkish pottery to be taken from specimens in the
Victoria and Albert Museum. So did the Keeper of the Department of Oriental Antiquities
in the British Museum, and Professor D. C. Baramki, Curator of the Museums of the

American University of Beirut. The samples were analysed by Mrs. Anne Millet, in the
Research Laboratory for Archaeology and Art History, Oxford, by courtesy of the Director,
Dr. E. Hall.

Various private collectors have allowed me access to their collections, for which I am
most grateful. The Misses Godman, of Horsham, let me study several objects, and were
also kind enough to agree to two famous pieces from the Godman Collection being drilled,
so that a scientific analysis could be made of their fabric. Mr. H. Kurdian, of Wichita,
Kansas; the late Mr. Alexander Benachi, of Alexandria; Lady Rayleigh, and the late
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. Brocklebank, of London, also allowed me to study their collections. In Beirut, I have been greatly helped in the printing of photographs by Mr. Der
Simonian, and his assistant Mr. George Baboudjian; most of these were finely mounted by
Mr. Mawby, in London, who assisted me in a number of ways. I would specially like to
thank Dominie Herman for her skill and efficiency in typing out a complicated manuscript.
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III. THE INSCRIPTIONS
On the basis of the inscriptions they bear in the lower margin the Kutahya tiles here
described fall into three main groups:
A

.

B

.

C

.

A series comprising tiles bearing representations of mainly Old Testament scenes, with
lower inscriptions in erkathagir or uncials which when complete formed a continuous text.
A series comprising tiles bearing representations of New Testament and Early Church
history scenes, with lower inscriptions in bolorgir when complete formed a continuous text.
A miscellaneous group of tiles bearing New Testament or Old Testament scenes with
inscriptions in various scripts in the lower margins commemorating the respective donors
and their families.

Any logical sequence of the inscriptions does not usually follow the scriptural order of the
scenes depicted on the tiles. To take the obvious example, the three extant tiles bearing the
evangelist symbols and the incipits of the gospels according to Matthew, Luke, and John
(A 2, B 16, B 17 respectively; Mark is missing), which one might expect to be linked by their
lower inscriptions in that order cannot in fact be so arranged. That of Luke is followed
by that of John in the bolorgir New Testament series B, but that of Matthew fits into the
,

erkathagir Old Testament series A.
Five of the tiles bearing the name of a donor and his family in a continuous bolorgir text

in the lower margins the separate one-line parts of which are intricately linked by both
grammar and sense (tiles B 22, B 23, B 24, B 25, and B 26 respectively) do not appear to
belong to the miscellaneous group C. The bolorgir single-line inscriptions in the lower
margins, and the style of the New Testament and Early Church history scenes they bear,
link them rather with Series B, and they are so included below. They are interesting in that

the sequence of the inscriptions does coincide with a logical scriptural order of the scenes
depicted, which progress from events immediately prior to Christ's ministry (the Visitation
on B 22) to persons connected with the early days of his ministry (the Virgin and John the
Baptist on B 23), to events connected with the Crucifixion (the sudarium on B 24), to the first
martyr (on B 25), and the Greek and Armenian church fathers (on B 26). But, if one is right
to include these tiles in Series B, it is the huge chronological leaps from one part of the Bible
story to the other and their attendant gaps which corroborate the view that the tiles are not

now in any strict scriptural order. The artist or artists must have had such an order in mind,
as would any illuminator of Holy Writ; but if they were handed to the scribe in any such
order, this order was confused before the inscriptions were added. Perhaps the scribe, in
the case of these five tiles, made an attempt to place the names of the donor and his family
'

as near as possible to similar names connected with the pictures (Yovhannes, Mik ayel,
Elisabed occur thus, and Martiros may be consciously linked with the protomartyr Stephen).
The fact that the martyrdom scene on B 18 is accompanied by a lower inscription recording an execution may indicate that such manipulation on the part of the scribe (s) may

be in part responsible for the non-scriptural order of the pictures on the tiles. The five-tile
series B 22-6 with its one-line bolorgir dedication spread over all five tiles is quite distinct
from the other donor tiles of group C, and fits so neatly iconographically, artistically and
inscriptionally, at the end of Series B, that one is tempted to wonder whether Yovhannes
son of Mik ayel of Tokat and his family bore the expense of the whole of Series B.
The usual division of labour in the illumination and copying of the scriptures is for the
pictures to be executed by one craftsman and the text by another, while some manuscripts
'

have more than one artist and more than one scribe, and in others the scribe and artist are

identical. In the execution of the pictures on the tiles, one might distinguish between the

2a
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draughtsman and the colorist (see p. 16). It is difficult to determine whether one or more
scribes were responsible for the not very skilful inscriptions on the tiles in the series A and B.
The erkathagir in the lower margin of the A series certainly appears to be by a different
hand than that in the lower margin of B 5 in the B series (note the differences between the
hand II), but it is possible that the same scribe may have made an attempt in the case of
the long erkathagir inscription on the A series to sharpen the forms of the II and \], etc., for
stylistic purposes. In the case of the upper inscriptions in bolorgir on both series, the occasional
differences in style do not consistently divide A and B into two graphologically distinct
series. One could have expected that the firm upper inscription on A 5 in which David' is
written dawit might be by a different hand from that responsible for the thinnish inscription
on A 8 in which the same name is written dawvit ; the lower inscriptions on the two tiles are
certainly by the same hand, however, and both belong without doubt to the same series A,
and it seems most unlikely that the upper and lower inscriptions on the same tile were
executed by different scribes.
With respect to the other Kiitahya objects, it is unlikely that the scribe responsible for the
rather clumsy erkathagir of the A series (and possibly occasionally on the B series) was
responsible also for the careful and regular silhouette erkathagir on the Brussels bowl (p. 72).
One orthographical and grammatical difference consists in that 'of T'ek'irdagh' is rendered
as T ek irt{a)ghow on A 4, and Ttak'irt{a)ghoy on the Brussels bowl. It is much more likely
that the inscription on the sponsor tile C 14 is by the same hand; though there are slight
differences between the respective t|'s and A's, the (\'s are almost identical, and the letters
which lend themselves to it are finished with the same elegant flourish.
The bowl in the Benachi Museum, Athens (p. 73), with its inscription referring to the
pictorialist T oros is unlikely to have been inscribed by the same hand as the Brussels bowl
(p. 72); they have very different forms of f\ and -i.
The inscription on the Venice dish (p. 69) is by a different hand from the Brussels and
Athens bowls; the '|r, M>, «1 and general style differ. The inscription on the Cincinnati dish
is probably by the same hand as the Venice dish.
One would not expect a vardapet who commissions a dish or tile to inscribe his name or
write his own inscription before glazing, even though he may be known, like Abraham
Vardapet Kretac'i, to have copied manuscripts as a scribe. It is not therefore surprising to
find that the bolorgir inscriptions on the Brussels dish (Figure 5)-abraham vard{a)pet-and
that on sponsor tile C 1,... abraham vardapet.. . are not by the same hand, the j, £
etc.,
being quite distinct in style (the Abraham v[a)rd{a)pet on the dish in the Victoria and
Albert Museum is of an idiosyncratic fantasy). The sponsor tile C 1, however, was almost
certainly inscribed by the hand responsible for the inscriptions on series B, and the style of
vardapet on C 1 and the v(a)rd(a)p(et)i on B 4 is the same. This is important in linking the
Abraham Vardapet on G 1, where he is said to give 47 tiles, with the series B which comprised
some of these 47 tiles (see also note on G series, G 1).
Series A and B each comprised a short chronicle. In any attempt to reconstruct
the text of these chronicles, it becomes evident that some parts of the inscription arc
missing. The lacunae have been explained below as tile missing', although, of course, it
is possible that such tiles as A 7, B 27 now bereft of their lower inscriptions, actually
belong there.
In the transcriptions from the Armenian »«. is rendered normally as u, but also as ow
when the two elements need to be distinguished, as in ligatures, etc.; %, normally /, is
rendered as gh in words borrowed from Turkish.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

,

'

( )
( )
[ ]

Enclose letters supplied to reconstruct the full form of an abbreviation in the case of transcriptions, and interpretive and stylistic additions in the case of the English translations.
Enclose letters thought to have been in the original inscription but now missing.
Enclose letters and phrases thought necessary for the understanding of the text and which may

have been present on another tile or other tiles now missing.
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Enclose letters in the inscription which are otiose.

-1

Above a

'

-
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group of letters denotes a ligature in the original.
Above a letter or group of letters reproduces an abbreviation sign present in the original.
Under a letter denotes that it is incomplete.

The two continuous texts A and B, which form two minor chronicles concerning events in
Jerusalem and Constantinople at the beginning of the eighteenth century, probably, on the
basis of the reconstruction of the original order of the inscriptions attempted below, read
as follows;

On this dome of the (church of the) Holy Resurrection in the year 1168 (inc. 23rd September
1718) at the time of the (. .. renov)ation of this holy city ofJem (sale) m, on this ceramic (I) Abraham
vardapet from C[rete], during my ofice-of [ara;nor/j of T ek ir-dagh, caused to be painted various
pictures on ceramic by (or through) the chorister Paul who with the as(sistance) of the Holy Trinity
[commissioned them from T'oros]. They were made in K'ot'uhia Rumiyeh (of Rum).
A

.

'

'

B [Grigor vardapet of Shirvan at one time]-and still previous to his patriarchate of this holy citywas abbot of the monastery of Surb Karapet (St. John the Baptist) which (is) in Ta[r6n] in the plain
of Mus, at which time the election [took place, as patriarchs of Constantinople and Jerusalem respectively, of Yovhannes of Bitlis called Kolot and of Grigor], theologian and vardapet, who had been pupils of
Sir Va[rdan of Bitlis of Amrdolu Vank' and] of the Reverend Sir Grigoris, mild-[mannered?] theologian. With the [agreement?] of all they brought to the city of Istanbul, to Pera, [this Grigor of
Shirvan and elected him in that] year (a.d. 1717) patriarch of Jerusalem. Grigor vardapet went to
Holy Jerusalem and on account of such bitter trouble and insufferable m(ischicfs?) [which then obtained
in the Armenian patriarchate of Jerusalem] he looks after (it) in a bitter and troubled time when
the monastery of St. James was 400 purses (of gold) in debt. This dome of (the church of) the Holy
Resurrection (the Holy Sepulchre) was built for the three nations, [the Greek, Latin, and Armenian
Jerusalem-]ites, who also on account of our multitudinous sins [gave money for] the (re) building of (the
.

church of) the Holy Resurrection which they said [was in sore need of repair, for which they made
arrangements], and then they gave permission to build. Now there occurred the disturbance among
them (in) which also the governor {baron) of the town, whom they also called the pasha, [captured]
up to 50 or [60 Armenians whom] (the) sheikh (? al-shurtah chief of police ) killed and c(ut) off their
heads. In this year (1719) there occurred in the city of Istanbul an earthquake and fire (in) which was
'

'

burned also the church of the Holy Mother of God which is in Kum Kapi.
[These tiles are for the commemoration] of the chorister Yovhanes son of Mik'ayel of Tokat, his
brother(s) fcazar and Martiros and his sisters Yaghut' ('Ruby') and Mariam, his mother Elisabed,
who gave (them) to the (church of the) Holy Resurrection (the Holy Sepulchre). May the deceased
remember (us) with a Father, I have sinned'. In the year 1168 (inc. 23 Sept. 1718).
'

This reconstruction on the basis of the lower inscriptions of 26 tiles assumes that about
10 are now missing including that once on tile B 27; therefore about nine tiles bearing
pictures of New Testament and Early Church scenes are missing from Series B.
,

Al
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

18 cm. wide,

17-5 cm. high.
The tile is broken in four; the surface is badly damaged and the glaze pitted. Painted in
yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, and red, with grey-black outlines.
The prophet Isaiah is depicted half-length wearing a loose blue cloak, over a yellow and
green robe, and a pointed crown. His right arm is raised, and from it spring tongues of fire.
In the crook of his cloaked left arm he supports an inscribed scroll. The background is
decorated with groups of red dots.
,

,

3o
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Inscriptions
Top (in bolorgir):
Margaren esayi vka(y)e
The prophet Isaiah testifies'
'

On the scroll (in erkathagir):

n4.r. iinou i oi y.mv b i a») v i ib bi« i iiIii&ikv i bu /mvo i

'kax i iiumji

Aha koys ylasc'i e(w) cnc'i ew koc'esc'es zanun n(o)r(a) em(m)anuelos
Behold, a virgin shall conceive and give birth, and thou shalt call his name Emmanuel'
(Isaiah 7: 14).
The Armenian Vulgate adds ordi 'a son'.
'

Bottom (in erkathagir):
'

'

s(ur)b yarowt e(a)n ghowpes i fcka t vis i zam
On this dome of the (church of the) Holy Resurrection in the year 1168 (inc. 23 Sept.
1718) at the time
ghowpes has been taken to be in the demonstrative accusative/locative; it could also
simply mean this dome' (Tk. qubbeh/kubbe). Like English dome, NHG Dom, the word
could signify the whole of a domed building.
'

'

'

A2
PATRIARCHAL

COLLECTION

(Fragment) 17-2 cm. wide, by 10 cm.
The tile is made of powdery, pinkish-white ware; the back of the tile is pitted, as if the wet
clay had been pressed on an irregular surface. The edges of the tile are bevelled sharply
back, and glazed over. Painted in yellow and red, with touches of cobalt blue and tur-

quoise, and grey-black outlines.
The fragment shows the lower half of an open, unclasped book, with the legs of an angel,
symbol of St. Matthew, to the left; they are clad in greaves. The background is decorated
with groups of red dots.
Inscriptions
Top:

(Missing) (it probably read 'the evangelist Matthew', cf. tiles B 16, B 17)
On the book (in erkathagir, and some bolorgir)

<«I»MN WulVu 11'br.'li I SIKli IPbT 111II <(51' 'fM' Vl.) i IIKliVii I

-Wll,-

<Girk' c>n3n/dean / t(ea)rn mer/o(y) // (Y(isus)i K'(ristos)i /cn>/undn / er ays/pes
(The book of the generation of Our Lord. The (b)irth (of Jesus Christ) was on this
wise (Matthew 1: 18).

'

'

Bottom (in erkathagir):

CLnivi/MlFubdvi,) nmnxi 'Wvrjvivwj bCfKHn
(noro)gowt'e(an) srb(o)y k'alak'is ero(w(sale)mi)
'

'

of the (renov)ation of this holy city of Jer(usalem)
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A3
ETCHMIADZIN CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17-5 cm. square.

f

Painted in yellow, yellowish green, cobalt blue and turquoise, with red dots in slight relief,
and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts Adam, and the temptation of Eve. In the centre is a tree, with lowers on
either side. The serpent is coiled round the trunk, and offers the forbidden fruit to Eve with
its left paw. It has two small arms, breasts, tiny horns and a pointed tongue, and its body is

partly scaled. Eve reaches for the fruit with her right hand; she is shown with long hair,
with a halo, and wearing a blue robe. On the left of the tree, Adam gesticulates apprehensively. He has a short beard and moustache, and is shown without a halo. He wears a
long belted robe, and a tapering hat. Above the figures are two clouds, from which rays
ascend.

The palm-like tree is of a type common on the Levant coast and in the Jordan valley, but
unlikely to grow in the more rigorous climate of the Anatolian plateau. The artist painted
a similar tree on the outside of the Brussels bowl. Although according to the biblical account
(Genesis 2: 25) Adam and Eve were naked, they are shown here fully clothed.
Inscriptions
Top:

,

adam

caroyn

/,

xap e(a)l

eway

'

Adam / of the forbidden tree / Eve'

Bottom:

i v(e)r(a)y 6'iniis abraham vardapet i1 K[retac'woc']
on this ceramic (I) Abraham vardapet from C[rete]
'

'

A4

TREASURY ANNEXE, ALTAR OF ST. MINAS (behind frontal)
15 cm. wide, 17-7 cm. high.
The left side of the tile is damaged, and some letters of the lower inscription are missing.
Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red dots and black outlines.

The tile depicts the sacrifice of Isaac. Abraham stands before Isaac, with a raised knife,
making the sign of a blessing with his left hand. He looks up to God the father, who motions
to him from a cloud. Isaac kneels before him, with his hands clasped behind his back, in
front of a small altar, with a fire beneath. On the left is a palm tree, from which hangs a ram.
Abraham has a halo and a forked beard, and wears a short robe over trousers, and greaves.
Isaac wears a long belted robe, and also has a halo. The altar appears to consist of a U-shaped
mud-brick hearth, with a pot resting on it.
1 Vardapeti (genitive) is, of course, a possible reading; but if these present tiles form a sequence a nominative is required.
The i is therefore taken to be a proposition.
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Inscriptions
Top:

hayr abraham zene ordin
iwr sah(a)k
Father Abraham sacrifices his son Isaac'

'

Bottom:

(yarajnordo)wt'eans imum t'ek<irt(a)ghow etu
during my ofice-of-(arajnord) of T'ek'ir-dagh (Tekirdag, Rodosto, E. Thrace) caused
'

to'

A5
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH

WALL

16 cm. wide, 17 cm. high.
The tile has been cut at the right, and the top. Painted in yellow, yellowish-green, cobalt
blue, turquoise, with red dots in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the prophet David at prayer; he kneels before a throne, both hands raised and
looking upwards towards a cloud behind a double arcade, from which descends the Holy
Spirit. David wears a loose cloak over a long robe. The columns of the arcade swell out at
the base, and the simple mouldings at the top are decorated with red dots. The throne-like
structure has steps leading up to it, and a semicircular back.
David's gesture, to invoke the Holy Spirit, is familiar to anyone who has observed the
congregation at an orthodox service, such as the Holy Fire ceremony in Jerusalem.
Inscriptions

Top:
Margaren dawit' alot'(e)
The prophet David prays'
'

Bottom:

[-11-1

1-1

r-i

1

1
'

nkarel zpatkers zanazans i v(e)r(ay) c ini
be painted various pictures on ceramic'
'

A6
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

17-6 cm. square.

The tile is damaged at the bottom, and on the right, where a large flake missing from the
surface shows that it is made of pinkish ware; the tile can also be seen to be bevelled back
at the sides. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, and turquoise, with red dots in slight
relief, and grey-black outlines.
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The tile depicts three angels seated at a semicircular table, with an arcade behind. They all
make the sign of blessing with their right hands, and two carry forked spears. On the table
is a calf on a platter, a flask, a glass, and loaves of bread. The table is decorated with a
border of red dots. The angels in front are seated on chairs with semicircular backs.
Inscriptions
Top:

hurk'n abrah{h}amay
The guests of Abraham' (cf. Genesis 18: 1)
'

Bottom:

fir- (W» r-«jr.Ji«(U4M?r.ci»]
SK'nunb "iirijuiKi, nc p (vh wvin*
'1 ......
. .
tirac'u polosin or 3(nd) erord s(ur)b (a(stuco)y)1 aj[akc'ut'ean?]
,

'

by (or through)2 the chorister Paul who with the assistance?) of the Holy Trinity . . .'

(?A7)
CHAPEL OF THE APOSTLES, SOUTH WALL (in T. Cupboard)
(Fragment) 17-5 cm. wide, 14/5 cm. high.
The tile has been cut at the top and bottom. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise,
with red dots in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.

The tile depicts the prophet Moses receiving the law (Exodus 31: 18); God the Father, in a
cloud at the top right, hands it to him, in the form of an open book. At the bottom right
is a rocky landscape. Mount Sinai. On the left is a palm tree. Moses has a long white beard,
and a tuft of hair at the middle of his forehead. He wears a loose cloak over a long robe.
Inscriptions

(Missing. This tile would logically fit into the Old Testament series, 'A', and may
be no 7.)
AS
ETCHMIADZIN CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17*5 cm- square.

The bottom left corner of the tile is broken, the bottom right damaged. Painted in yellow
green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red dots in shght relief, and grey-black outhnes.
The tile depicts David playing his harp to Saul. The prophet is seated on the left, with his
instrument. Saul stands inert on the right, with closed eyes; from his mouth emerges a black
devil holding an arrow. On the right is a two-storeyed building (? the palace) and behind, a
wall, with an arcade from which hang two censers. David wears a simple robe and a pointed
crown. Saul wears a long coat over a belted robe, and a turban with a cockade.
The harp was an instrument in use in Ottoman Turkey and a description of one was given
by the seventeenth-century writer, Evhya (jtelrfri (see above, p. 26). Censers like those
depicted are still used in Armenian ritual (see Plate 31 a b).
,

,

,

1 errordn

astuac = errordut'iwn

Trinity';

sec Aor

(see p. 68) that T'oros was the artist, one must interpret
this as meaning that Polos/Paul was the agent commissioned
by Abraham to have the tiles made,

bafgirk1 haykazean lezur, i, p. 704a.
*
Since we know from the Brussels and Benachi bowls
81717«

F

1
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Inscriptions

Top:
Dawvit' erge salmos k'nariw elik' dewn aylazgi
David sings a psalm to the harp. The devil left the allophyle (Saul)'
Cf. i Samuel 16: 23. 'Allophyle' is perhaps due to an interpretation of Saul's Benjamite
origin, Benjamin being descended from Laban the Syrian idolater through Rachel.
'

Bottom:

i K'ot'uhia fum{m}ie sinec'a(n)
'

they were made in K'ot'uhia Rumiyeh (of Rum, Asiatic Turkey)'

Bl
ETGHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

I7,5 cm. square.

The tile is broken; the top right comer and part of the right side are missing. Painted in
yellow, yellowish-green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red dots in slight relief and grey-black
outlines.

The tile depicts the Entry into Jerusalem. Christ is seated on a colt, giving a blessing with
his right hand. A kneeling boy holds a robe for the colt to step on. Christ is followed by the
Disciples, carrying palm branches. On the right is a palm tree, with a bearded figure
sitting in it. Further to the right is a building with a pitched roof, in front of which stands a
bearded figure, wearing a pot-shaped hat and carrying a palm branch. The background is
decorated with groups of red dots.
Inscriptions

Top:
if ui nuuuili jijt fi pbpuAifiiu

galustn k (ristos)i i bet ania
The coming of Christ to Bethany'
'

'

'

Three of the Gospel accounts state that Christ rode from Bethany to Jerusalem;
St. Matthew says that after entering the city and visiting the Temple, he went to
Bethany for the night, returning to Jerusalem the next day (Matthew 21: 17); the
scribe may have been confused by this account.
Bottom:
/

.t-ti jiuuui

'

iuIi ijuj{ uj uipiJiiup ij.iit.plr{uMb uftj {ai i iu fiu
i

'

'

'

ew ews yaraj k an zp(a)tr(iar)gut e(an) (for -t i(wn)) s(r)b(o)y k'(a)l(a)k'is
'

and still previous to his patriarchate of this holy city . . .

'

This inscription must have been preceded by one now lost-possibly from some such

tile as the present B 27-which read something like Grigor vardapet Sirwanc'i zamanakaw
'

Grigor vardapet of Shirvan at one time'.
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B2
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH

WALL

17-2 cm. wide, I7i5 cm. high.
The tile is chipped at the edges, and the bottom right corner is missing. It is of pinkish ware.
Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red dots in slight relief, and grey-black
oudines.

The tile depicts the raising of Lazarus. Christ stands with his right hand raised to bless
Lazarus, who rises from the open tomb, a bearded figure swathed in white bands. Behind
him is an angel. Martha and Mary are on either side of the tomb, and one of the sisters
kneels at Christ's feet. Behind Jesus are the Twelve Disciples. On the right is a rock, and
above it a cloud, from which descend the rays of the Holy Spirit. The background is carelessly decorated with groups of red dots.
Inscriptions
Top:

lazarosu yar(u)t'i(wn)
'

The resurrection of Lazarus'

Bottom:

'

er arajnord s(ur)b k(a)r(a)petu v(a)nic or i ta[r6n]
was abbot of the monastery of Surb Karapet (St. John the Baptist) which (is) in
Ta[ron]'
'

B3
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

17-5 cm. square.

The tile is chipped at the bottom and the sides. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, and
turquoise, with red dots in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts Christ healing two blind men, who kneel before him. He blesses them with
his right hand, and touches the eyes of the nearest man with his left forefinger. The blind
men have their arms crossed; they carry wooden crooks, and have satchels slung diagonally
from their shoulders. One man wears a loosely wound turban. Behind Christ stand two
Disciples, looking at each other. To the right is a palm tree. The background is decorated
with groups of red dots.
Inscriptions
Top:
bana(y) zajs kurac'
(Jesus) opens the eyes of the blind'
'
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Bottom:

i msu ta§tn yorum zamanaki 3ntrut<i(wn)
'

in the plain of Mu§ at which time the election'

This inscription must have been followed by one which read something like 'took place,
as patriarchs of Constantinople and Jerusalem respectively, of Yovhannes Baliseci
'

called Kolot and of Grigor ...

B4
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

17-5 cm. wide, 18 cm. high,
The tile is chipped at the bottom. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red
in slight relief, and black outlines.

The tile depicts the Virgin and Child, surrounded by flowers and groups of red dots, beneath
a decorative arch. Christ makes the sign of a blessing, and holds a scroll in his left hand. The
Virgin, looking down, gestures towards Christ with her right hand. Their haloes are outlined
in red.

Inscriptions
Top:
Tiramayr koys
The Virgin, mother of Our Lord'
'

Bottom:

I

I

A(stua)caban v(a)rd(a)p(et)i ork' {y}ein asakertk' t(ear)n vatheologian and vardapet, who (pi.) had been pupils of Sir Va-'
'

This inscription must have been followed by another which contained something
like '-rdan BaliSec'i of Amrdolu Vank' and ...'

B5
ETCHMIADZIN CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

i7'3 cm. wide, 17-8 cm. high.

The tile is chipped on the left side. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, diffused turquoise,
with red dots in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.
Ihe tile depicts the Annunciation. The Virgin Mary stands with hands apart, before a
kiosk. The Angel of the Annunciation stands on a cloud to the left, one hand raised in
blessing and the other holding a lily. Above, the Holy Spirit, symbolized by a white dove,
flashes from a second cloud. The Virgin wears a mantle and cloak over a long robe. The
kiosk has two steps leading up to it. The background is decorated with groups of red dots.
The artist apparently forgot to leave space for the inscriptions, which are painted over
the composition at the top and bottom of the tile.
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Inscriptions

Top:
"

'

inn in Vtti£im ljn 1
'

li

bnpb inq m ilm
'
'

arajabanut (iwn)
norn adama
'

The foretelling of the new Adam' (cf. 1 Corinthians 15: 45)

Bottom:

t(eaf)n Grigorisi srbazan a(stua)caban heza[baroy?]
of the Reverend Sir Grigoris, mild-[mannered?] theologian
'

'

This inscription begins in erkathagir, but the style of the bolorgir does not differ from
that of the other tiles in this series.

B6
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH

WALL

17-5 cm. wide, 17 cm. high.

The tile is chipped on the left side. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red
dots in relief and grey-black outlines.

f

The tile depicts the raising of Jairus's daughter. Jesus stands beneath a kiosk with a pointed
roof supported by columns, gesturing to three men who stand behind the dead girl. The
body is entirely swathed, and bound to a stretcher, and Jesus blesses it with his right hand.
Two of the three men are shown in profile, with sharply pointed beards. The igure on the
right has his arms clasped beneath his cloak, and the other two have their left hands raised.
They all wear hats with high crowns and split brims. The Holy Spirit descends from a cloud
above. The background is decorated with groups of red dots.
The hats appear to be meant to show that the figures are Jews, as on two other tiles where
they occur (B 10, B 12). One of the men must be Jairus himself, who was the leader of the
Synagogue. It is not clear who the other two are, as St. Luke says that when Christ came
into the house, 'he suffered no man to go in, save Peter, and James, and John, and the father
and the mother of the maiden (Luke 9: 51).
'

Inscriptions

Top:
'

y(isu)s yaruc ane zmefe(a)l
(Jesus) raises the dead (maiden)'
'

Bottom:

[? hamajaynut'eam]bn amenec'un berin i k'al(ak')n astnpol beren
'

with the [agreement?] of all they brought to the city of Istanbul, to Pera

A possible continuation is 'this Grigor Sirwanc'i and elected him in that'

'
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B7
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

i7'5 cm. square.

The tile is broken in two, and the bottom left comer damaged. Painted in yellow and
cobalt blue, with grey-black outlines. The bottom left is tinged with turquoise.
The tile depicts the Virgin and eleven Aposties. The seated Virgin has her hands together,
in prayer; her feet rest upon a cushion. Above, the Holy Spirit is symbolized by a dove in a
half circle of rays. Each of the Apostles has a tongue of fire above his head-'and there
appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them (Acts 2:3).
Three Apostles have white divided beards, one is beardless, and the rest have short dark
'

beards.

Inscriptions
Top:
hogu gainst
Advent of the Holy Spirit'
'

Bottom:

ittifjr u uitnp iUMp b It jint. mti y /. iltu
'

ami patriark n erusalema(y)
year patriarch of Jerusalem
(In a.d. 1717; see p. 8)
'

'

B8
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17-7 cm. wide, 18 cm. high.
Painted in yellow, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red dots in slight relief, and grey-black
outlines.

The tile is painted with the head of St. John the Baptist. The Baptist has a bedraggled

appearance, with straggly hair and beard; he wears a simple garment. The top comers
of the picture are rounded, to form an arch. The background is decorated with carelessly
applied groups of red dots.
Inscriptions
Top:

s(ur)b karapetu gluxn
The head of St. John the Baptist' (see remark on B 5]
'

Bottom:

Grigor v(a)rd(a)p(et)n gnac' s(ur)b er(usal)em ew v(a)s(n)
Grigor vardapet went to Holy Jerusalem and on account'
'
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B9
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH

WALL

17-7 cm. square.

The tile is damaged at the bottom left, top and bottom right. It is of pinkish ware. Painted
in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, red in slight relief, with grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the Betrayal. Judas crouches to kiss the right hand of Christ; behind are the
rest of the Disciples. All wear long belted robes, with cloaks over the shoulders fastened in
front. Behind Judas is a bearded figure with an uplifted sword. According to three of the
Gospels, the man with the sword was simply 'one of them that stood by'; St. John is more
specific, stating it was Simon Peter (John 18: 10). He is shown without a halo, which might
suggest the artist followed one of the first three accounts. To the left are three servants of
the High Priest, one of whom has just had an ear cut off, which lies bleeding on the ground.
The other servants are armed with a spear, and a halberd, and one carries a scourge. They
are dressed in short belted tunics, with high boots. One wears an elaborately wound turban
and the second a pointed helmet with a mantle falling over his shoulders. At the bottom
are rocks. The background is decorated with groups of red dots.
,

Inscriptions

Top:
hamburelov m(a)tne yuday
Judas betrays with a kiss
'

Bottom:

'

'

[ays]pisi darn {ew} nelo(w)t e(an) ew antaneli z<antic ?>
'

'

of such bitter trouble and insufferable mischiefs ?>

A possible continuation is 'which then obtained in the Armenian patriarchate of
Jerusalem'

B 10
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

17-5 cm. wide, 17 cm. high.
The tile is chipped on the left side. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red
dots in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.

The tile depicts Jesus preaching to the Jews. He is seated on a throne, with the Virgin and
Joseph kneeling before him, and two Jews standing behind. In his left hand he holds a
shepherd s crook, and the third finger and thumb of his raised right hand are joined, as if
'

to define a point of doctrine. He is dressed in a long robe, with an omophorion, and a pointed
crown. The Jews have receding chins and pronounced noses, and wear hats with tall crowns,
cockades, and split brims; one is bearded. On the left is a flask, similar to Shiraz glass of the
seventeenth/eighteenth century. The upper corners are filled with spandrels with scalloped
borders. The background is decorated with groups of red dots.
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Inscriptions
Top:
'

y(isu)s v(a)rd(a)p(e)t k aroze ar hrea(y)s
Jesus as teacher preaches to the Jews
'

'

Bottom:

[yanj]anjne i darn ew nel z(a)m(a)n(ak)i or dc
he looks after (it) in a bitter and troubled time when 400'
'

B 11
ETCHMIADZIN CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17-3 cm. square.

The top left corner of the tile is missing, and a crescent-shaped groove disfigures the upper
half. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue turquoise, with red dots in slight relief and grey,

black outlines.

The tile depicts the Last Supper. Christ and the disciples are gathered round a semicircular
table, on which stand a flask of wine, a raised paten of bread, and a half-filled glass. Christ
holds a chalice in his left hand, and administers the sacrament to the disciple on his right
who has his arms reverently crossed. The other disciples look towards the table. As on the
Advent tile (B 7) each of the disciples has a definite character; one is clean shaven four have
fair hair and divided beards, and the rest are dark, with short beards. The background is
,

,

decorated with red dots.

Inscriptions
Top:

y(isu)s vernatun ba(z)me(a)l
Jesus seated in the upper chamber'
'

Bottom:

k'esa

'

partok {for -ok') er s(ur)b yakoba(y) vank'n

'

purses (of gold) in debt was the monastery of St. James'

B 12
ETCHMIADZIN CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

17-8 cm. wide, 16-8 cm. high.
The tile is damaged at the top, and bottom right. Painted in yellow green, cobalt blue,
turquoise, and red, with grey-black outlines.
,

The tile depicts the Flagellation. Christ is tied to a column by a rope round his wrists linked
to a short chain. He wears a crown of thorns and his half-naked body is covered with wounds.
Two soldiers scourge him with whips and a bundle of thoms. A third soldier stands on the
,
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left, pointing at Christ. On the right is a Jew, in the act of picking up stones to throw. All
four men are dressed differently. The three soldiers wear short tunics, one belted; two
wear turbans, and one a pointed helmet with a mantle; one is bare-legged. The Jew wears
a long coat over a robe, and a hat with a tall peaked crown, a cockade, and a split brim.
All four are beardless, with pointed moustaches.
Inscriptions
Top:
'

c arc

'

arank'

k'(ristos)i

'

The torments of Christ'

Bottom:

Sinec'aw s(ur)b yarswt'ean {for yarowt'ean) ghupes g azgac'
'

This dome of (the church of) the Holy Resurrection (the Holy Sepulchre) was built

for the three nations'

Possible continuation: 'the Greek, Latin and Armenian Jerusalem-'
B 13
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH

WALL

17-4 cm. wide, 17 cm. high.

The tile is damaged at the top and bottom, and a piece is missing from the bottom. Painted
in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red dots in slight relief and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the Deposition. Christ's body lies on a slab beneath the cross. The Virgin
Mary holds his head, whilst Joseph of Arimathea enshrouds him. Joseph wears a turban
,

and a belted robe with a cloak fastened in front. Behind, stand three women. St. Matthew

(27:56) mentions the three women who witnessed the Crucifixion, in the verse immediately
preceding his reference to Joseph, Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James
and Joseph, and the mother of the sons of Zebedee St. Mark (15: 47) mentions Mary
Magdalene and Mary the mother of Joses 'beheld where he was laid'. St. Luke (24: 55)
refers to the women . . . which came with him from Galilee . . . beheld the sepulchre'.
Above, hangs a lamp. Against the cross stands a ladder, and hanging from the cross are the
loosened bands. The scene is framed with an arch, and the background decorated with
groups of red dots.
'

'

.

'

Inscriptions
Top:
u[mtntnliui uilfi

pattna [for patman?) tel
The place of the bandaging (of Christ)'
'

Bottom:

[? erusalem-jac'oc' or ew v(a)sn covac'e(a)l mel(ac') meroc'
[? Jerusalem-]ites who also on account of our multitudinous sins'
Possible continuation: 'gave money for'
'

81717«

o
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B 14
ETCHMIADZIN CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

17-5 cm. wide, i6'5 cm. high.
The tile is damaged at the top, bottom, and right sides. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt
blue, with red dots in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts Constantine and Helena and the Cross. On the left is King Constantine,
holding the cross with one hand. On the right is Queen Helena, with one hand on the cross
and the other raised. The Emperor wears a long robe with a wide, hatched border, a tapering
crown, and stitched footwear. Helena wears a long mantle over her robe; she has a similar
crown, and a halo. The cross has a scroll at the top, bearing the letters (tuP(r. The cross is
decorated with a ring of red dots, and an attempt has been made to give it form by hatching
one half of it. On either side are tall sprays of flowers and leaves.
Inscriptions
Top:
'

'

'

om (= t agaworn) kostandianos maym
King Constantine (and) his mother (Helena)'

t ek
'

Bottom:

<s)inut'e(an) s(ur)b yarut'e(a)n or asein ..
the (re) building of (the church of) the Holy Resurrection which they said'

'

Possible continuation: 'was in sore need of repair, for which they made arrangements'
B15

CHAPEL OF THE APOSTLES, NORTH WALL (bottom, r. Cupboard)
17-8 cm. square.
Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, dark red in slight relief, with grey-black
outlines.

Although the subject of this tile might appear to be St. Eustace or St. Hubert, the upper
inscription refers to 'the Jewish God-fearing man, the vezir Stratios'. The mounted saint
is bearded, and rides a white horse. In his right hand he bears a two-pointed spear, which
he aims at the deer. The deer rests on two distant peaks, and behind it is a cross. On the
left is a tree, and there are flowers on the slopes. The horse's tail is knotted, and its trappings include U-shaped metal stirrups.
Inscriptions

Top:
p iU

uih-uttfuiju uinpiumfinu

hrea(y) ayr a(stua)cavax stratios
vezir
'

The Jewish God-fearing man, the vezir Stratios'

(The identity of this saint Stratios (arpdrios 'warlike') is unknown. He seems unlikely
to be the Straton or Stratonikos mentioned as a martyr of Nicomedia in The Lives of the
Saints (in Armenian), Venice, 1876, vol. 12, sub nom.)
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Bottom:

Iti- ulufUl PilJl IruintJb I 'I'l) w["t b'lltt_

'

ew apa t oyl etun sinel (punctuation mark) ard elew
'

and then they gave permission to build. Now there occurred

'

B 16

treasury annexe, altar of st. minas (behind the frontal)
17-5 cm. square.

Painted in yellow, turquoise, with red dots and black outlines.
The tile depicts the Ox, symbol of St. Luke, with an open book resting between its forelegs.

The Ox has its head turned towards the right. The background is decorated with groups of
red dots.

Inscriptions
Top:
'

awetaranic n lukas
'

The Evangelist Luke'

On the book:

.fMnri, "j'

11# 1 irtx n
i v mfh \ ncn.
/ er / me(z?) // k an / amen/ayn
forasmuch as it was for (us; (rather) than all (?)'
.

r

'

k'(a)nzi
'

One would expect to find here the first words of the Gospel according to St. Luke,
'

Forasmuch as many have taken in hand to set forth . . .'-with which the present
inscription has only the first word in common.
Bottom:

'

almiwna (? = almuka) i mej n(o)c (a) or ew paron
the disturbance among them (in) which also the governor {baron)'
'

B 17

treasury annexe, altar of st. minas (behind the frontal)
17-5 cm. square.

The tile is chipped on the right side. Painted in yellow and turquoise, with red dots and
black outlines.

The tile depicts an Eagle, symbol of St. John, standing on the right and supporting an open
book with its right wing. The background is decorated with groups of red dots.
Inscriptions
Top:
*

m 1 li in 111 1111 1/ 1
awetaranic

jn uAftu
'

n yohanes
The Evangelist John'

'
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On the book:

IWUIMVli

i sksba/n er ba/n ew ba/n er af // a(stua)c ew a(stua)c / er ba/n na er / i sksban
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and God was the
'

Word; it was in the beginning . . .' (John i: i). The Armenian Vulgate, unlike the
Greek, reads 'From the beginning ... it was from the beginning . . .', conformity with

which would require a reading: i sksbane (e)r ban . . . na er i sksban(e).
Bottom:

k'alak'in

zor ew p'aSay asen mine' c k(am?)
'

of the town whom they also call the pasha up to 50 or . . . (or up to 50, 60 . . .)

'

A possible continuation would be: ' (60) Armenians captured whom'. A favourable word
like 'Armenians' rather than an unfavourable one like 'miscreants' is likely in view of
the fact that their fate recorded on the following tile is accompanied by a martyrdom
scene, probably intentionally.

B 18
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

18 cm. wide, 17-5 cm. high.
The tile is broken in two and has a badly damaged surface. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt
blue, turquoise, red in slight relief, with grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the martyrdom of St. Stephen. St. Stephen kneels with his arms raised above
his head being stoned by three men. Above him, the Holy Spirit descends from a cloud,
,

and on either side are smaller clouds. Stephen is tonsured, and wears a lajnk (alb) with
wide sleeves, and an urar (stole) over his left shoulder with tasselled ends and decorated

with crosses. Two men pelt him with stones; the third bends down to fill the shirt of his
tunic with more stones. All wear short belted tunics and high boots, and two have pointed
helmets with pointed crowns.
Inscriptions

Top:
mn 111$(ili ( L ut itJ ui jut/j u ni-p fi
u{in}ir ifjuihnu

afajin (n)aha(t)ak s(ur)b
s(t)ep anos
The first Martyr / St. Stephen"
'

'

Bottom:

Lfu uujtublig It l- Ir iuMm) t q ni-liiU linfj{ut}
*

'

sex spanec ew eh(at) zgluxn noc'(a)
'

(the) sheikh (?al-shurtah, "the chief of police") killed and c(ut) off their heads.'
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B 19

etchmiadzin chapel, south wall (at east end)
18 cm. square.

The tile is bevelled back at the sides. Painted yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red
dots in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.

The tile depicts the Resurrection. Christ stands above the Holy Sepulchre, in a cloud,
blessing three soldiers below, at the entrance to the tomb. He wears a white cloak fastened
across the shoulders, and a loin-cloth, and carries a standard with a forked pennant sur-

mounted by a cross. Two of the soldiers hold halberds; the third kneels down and averts
his head. All have moustaches, and they wear short tunics belted at the waist, and pointed
helmets with flaps. The Holy Sepulchre is shown with the entrance to the left, with two

windows and a pitched roof, leading to a polygonal chamber with a grill on the near side.
Above is a square tower with three windows on one side, supporting a pointed, tiled dome
(see p. 23). The background is decorated with groups of red dots.
Inscriptions

Top:
'

s(ur)b yarut iwn
The Holy Resurrection'
'

Bottom:

<

'

'

yaysm ami p(a)tahec aw i stanpol k (a)l(ak i)n
In this year there occurred in the city of Istanbul'
'

B20
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17-5 cm. square.

The tile is damaged at the bottom right corner. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue,
turquoise, with red in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the two Marys arriving at the tomb, bearing cups of oil. They are greeted
by the angel, above the open tomb, who points to it with his right hand and upwards with
his left. The tomb is decorated with sprays of flowers; the background with groups of red
dots.

Inscriptions

Top:
kanayk' iwlaber
The women bearing oil'
'

Bottom:

'

i(wn) hrkizut'i(wn) or ew ayr{ec'aw>
an earthquake and fire (in) which was burned also

getnasarzut
'

'
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B21
ETGHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

18 cm. wide, 17-6 cm. high.

The bottom left corner of the tile is missing. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise,
with red in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the Doubting of Thomas. Christ raises his right arm in blessing; in his left
hand he holds a standard with a tasselled pennant surmounted by a cross. He is naked except
,

for a cloak fastened across the shoulders. On his hands and feet are wounds, and Thomas

reaches to touch another in his side. Thomas is shown in profile with a short dark beard; he
wears a cloak over a long robe. On the left stands the Virgin Mary, with arms folded. The
background is decorated with groups of red dots.
,

Inscriptions

Top:

drok'n p'akelok' (o for o twice) erewec'(a)w t'owmi (w superscriptum)
The doors being shut (Jesus) appeared to Thomas'
'

Bottom:

{s)(ur)b a(stua)cacna(y) ekelec'in or e ghum ghabi
the church of the Holy Mother of God which is in Kum Kapi'

'

B22
MUSEE CERAMIQUE DE SEVRES
'

'

no. 7460/1; bears a label stating provenant des convents de Jerusalem
ICS cm. wide 18 cm. high.
The tile is broken on the left side. Painted in yellow green, cobalt blue, turquoise and red,
with grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the Visitation. Mary and Elisabeth embrace, and on the right stands the
priest Zacharias, who holds a pointed staff with a T-shaped handle. All three figures have
haloes ringed with red dots. Behind them is a double arcade with arches decorated with
red dots, supported by slender columns with swelling bases. Above the arcade is a tiled roof;
a drum with round and arched openings surmounted by a pointed dome; two smaller
onion-shaped domes; and a tower with four windows and a pyramidal roof.
The dotted haloes and the drawing of the Virgin suggests a link between the Sevres tile
and B 23, 24, 25; the dotted arcade links it with B 25.
Another tile in the Sevres museum (no. 7460/2; S'S cm. wide, 17-5 cm. high, painted in
,

,

,

yellow, green, cobalt blue, with red dots and grey-black outlines) depicts a Saint swinging
a censer and carrying a model of a church; he is very like St. Stephen in B 25, whom he
probably represents. K. Otto-Dom published a poor photograph of this tile {Turkische
Keramik, Ankara, 1957 Plate 90) which she dates 1838-43, quoting Macler, and unconvincingly identifies as Jacob. Although uninscribed there is little doubt that this tile is
contemporary with the Jerusalem pictorial tiles.
,
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Inscriptions
Top:

JKJ'll .nupfmJnub? klfiumfpltPf

n'l

'

oljoyn mariamu ew elisa/bet i
The visitation of Mary and Elisabeth'
'

Bottom:

X X X X X
....

'

P«1uiP3{. Jfrguy

(ut')e(a)n t'olat'c'i mik'ay(tion) of Mik'ay(el) of Tokat' (see B 23).

The lower inscription was possibly preceded by one which read: 'These tiles are for
the commemora(tion)-vasuyUatakut'{ean)l--.' or something similar.

B23
CHURCH OF THE HOLY ARCHANGEL, CHAPEL OF THE FIRST PRISON OF CHRIST,
NORTH WALL

18 cm. wide, 17-8 cm. high.
Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with red dots in relief and grey-black
,

outlines.

The tile depicts Christ enthroned between the Virgin Mary and St. John the Baptist. Seated
on an elaborate throne, his right hand is raised and the thumb and third finger joined; in
the other hand he holds an orb. His halo is decorated with a cross, and red dots with the
,

letters (JU, Y(isu)s, 'Jesus', above. The Virgin Mary stands on the left head
hands crossed. On the right is St. John the Baptist; his right hand is raised

bowed and

,

and in his

,

other hand he holds a forked spear with a pennant. The three figures are framed by a triple
arch, one spandrel of which is decorated with flowers. The floor appears to be panelled.
Inscriptions

Top:
Tiramayr ew / koys
'

Mother of the Lord
'

and Virgin

bazme(a)l at'ofn / dawt'i /
Y(isu)s

mkrtic'n

'

'

Jesus

seated on the throne

yoha/nes
'

John the Baptist

'

of David

Bottom:
...

ti[li

ftptugnt- jnif uMb ujib Iru bt p-npU ijuitjaip

(Mik'ay-)eli Tirac'u yovhanesin ew elborn lazarof the chorister Yovhanes son of (Mik ay)el and (of) his brother Lazar.
'

'

'

B 22, B 23, and the tile that probably preceded them together read:
'

(These tiles are for the commemoration) of the chorister Yovhanes son of Mik'ayel

of Tokat, his brother Lazar'
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B24
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH

WALL

17*8 cm. square.

The tile is damaged on the lower right side. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise,
dark red in slight relief, with grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the Holy Veil, held by the archangels Gabriel and Michael. The veil bears
the imprint of Christ's head, crowned with thorns and speckled with blood. The archangels
are dressed in albs and chasubles, and their haloes are decorated with red dots. Behind, from

the centre of a triple arch hangs a large lamp, and six smaller lamps of different design;
between them are six spherical ornaments, with tassels.
Ifiscriptions
Top:
V'/Y'/'7 /

7

gabriel

dastarakn / k'(ristos)i

-

'

Gabriel'

tuumiun tu

sudarium of Christ

'

'

mik'a(y)el
'

Michael'

Bottom:

in ew martirosin ew k'verc'n eaghut'in ew mari-

-

'

to (Lazar) and Martiros and his sisters Yaghut'(Ar.Tk. yakut "Ruby") and Mari-'

B25

chapel of the apostles, north wall (bottom, r. cupboard).
18 cm. square.
Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, with dark red dots in relief and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts St. Stephen, and the deacons Abisolom and Titos. St. Stephen is beardless
and tonsured. He swings a censer with his right hand, and in his left he holds the model of a
church. He is dressed in an alb, with a humeral veil over his shoulders; over his left shoulder

hangs a stole decorated with crosses and tassels; he wears an onion-shaped mitre. The two
bearded deacons, Abisolom and Titos, hold lighted candles and swing censers. They are
similarly dressed to St. Stephen, with less elaborate stoles; they wear pointed mitres on their
tonsured heads. The figures stand beneath three arches, decorated with red dots.
,

Inscriptions

Top:
fimnufi utupljui ifuiij ilt
'

abiso(lo)ma sar/kavak
of the deacon Abiso(lo)m
in

'

'

'

astep anosi naxavkayin
'

of Stephen proto-martyr

Titosi sarka/vagin
'

'

of the deacon Titos

Bottom:

amin morn eiisabedin or etun i s(ur)b yaram, his mother Elisabed who gave to (the church of) the Holy Resurrec-

-

'

-

'

'
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B26
SOUSTIEL COLLECTION,

PARIS

Painted in yellow, green, turquoise, cobalt blue, dark red, with grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts St. Gregory the Illuminator, enthroned between St. Basil of Caesaria and
St. John Chrysostom. Below, kneel a figure with an animal head bearing a crown (depicting
King Trdat III in the shape of a boar) and a woman, likewise crowned, with folded
arms (probably St. Hfip sime) in prayer. The three upper saints are bearded and wear
pointed mitres. They are dressed in albs and chasubles, with stoles decorated with crosses.
They also carry pastoral staves. King Trdat and the kneeling woman wear pointed crowns.
Behind are three arches, with decorative spandrels. (For the iconography, see the History of
Agat'angdos, chs. 19-20.)
'

Inscriptions
Top:

barseli / kesariac'(woy)

'

grigor lu/saworiC

of Basil of Caesaria'

'

'Gregory

'

the Illuminator

yohan oskiber/an
John Chrysostom
'

'

Bottom:

'

iwn (n)njec'e(a)lk'n yisen hayr melayiw t'vin fCka
tion. May the deceased remember (us) with a 'Father, I . have sinned'. In the year
1168 (inc. 23 Sept. 1718).
ut

-

'

-

'

B27

CHAPEL OF THE APOSTLES, SOUTH WALL (r. Cupboard)
17-5 cm. wide, 14 cm. high.

The tile is cut at the bottom, and the top right corner. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt
blue, turquoise, with red dots in slight relief, and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the Washing of the Feet. Christ kneels before the Twelve Disciples and
washes the feet of Simon Peter. Simon Peter is seated, and points to his head with his
right hand. Behind stand the other Disciples. To the left of Christ, steps lead up to a pulpit
with a pointed roof supported by four arches. Behind are three candles, one with a white
flame, the others with red flames. The background is decorated with groups of red dots.
,

Inscription

Top:
'

'

y(isu)s xonarhut (eam)bn lvan(a)y zots a(§akertac n)
Jesus in his humility Welshes the feet of his disciples'
'

Bottom:

(Missing)
817170

H
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The following is a summary of the inscriptions on Series C:
C 1 'In the year 1168 (inc. 23 Sept. 1718) (year) of Christ 1718'
to the pilgrim Abraham the father of the chorister T'oros, at the gate of (the church
of) the Holy Resurrection, Abraham vardapet gave in (his) memory 47 tiles
C 2 'Yohannes of the (servants) of Christ (?)'
Yohanes (son) of Mik'ayel of Tokat'
,

'

'

'

C 3 'The Virgin (martyr) Catherine'
C

4 'The soldier Theodore'
'

Father . . .'

C 5 (No inscription)
C 6 'The angel Michael'
The angel Gabriel'
The angel Ariel'
'

'

C

7 'Mother of God'
'

Christ sleeps'
C 8 'To (or of) Mekhithar'
to(?the) Mirza'
'

.

..

This cross is in memory of Mxit'ar, son of Grigor, his mother Sam xatun and {Anna}
his sisters Sasat(?), Anna, Varvara, Sara, {Varvara} to the church of the Holy Resur'

'

rection in the year 1168 (a.d. 1719). Amen

C 9 'In memory of Arut'in (Anastasius) son of Murad of K'ot'uha (Kiitahya) his mother
Mart'a sisters and brother: (he gave) to the church of the Holy Resurrection 10 tiles
in the year 1168. Amen'
C 10 '5 tiles at the Church of the Holy Resurrection (the Holy Sepulchre) in memory of
the inhabitant-of-K'ot'uha (Kiitahya) Agh-gul (Tk. Ak-giil "white rose"), her mother
,

An(n)a, her father the chieC kh{a)t{i)r[c]i (Tk.
"Muleteer"), Usep' (Joseph),
her son T'oros (?and) Nuridjan, in the year 1168'
C 11 'In memory of Ha(y)rapet son of P'anos (Stephen) and his brother Abraham who
'

gave 25 tiles to the Church of the Holy Resurrection in the year 1168
C 12 '50 tiles at the Church of the Holy Resurrection in memory of the inhabitants of
K ot uha Abraham and his son Ohanes, his father Ownan (Yovnan, Jonah), and
Arut'in. God have mercy on their souls'
'

'

C 13 'In memory of the inhabitant-of-K'ot'uhay (Kiitahya) Ohanes son of Lazar and his
wife s father Yohan, (who gave) to the church of the Holy Resurrection 10 tiles. God
'

have mercy'

C 14 'In memory of Sark'is son of Abraham Sirin-oghlu (son of Sirin) at the church of the
Holy Resurrection 15 (pie)ces (tiles) in the year 1168'
C IS 'This site is in memory of Mariam, daughter (Tk. kiz-i) of Meyram-oghlu ("son of
Meyram")'
C 16 (No inscription)
C 17 (No inscription)
C 18 (No inscription)
C 19 (No inscription)
C 20 (No inscription)
C 21 'These tiles are (lit. is) in memory of the pilgrim Asian. There were (lit. it was) made
in the year 1168 (inc. 23 Sept. a.d. 1718) for the Church of the Holy Resurrection'
C 22 'These tiles are in memory of the eric'poxan pilgrim Martiros and his wife the pilgrim
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Mariam. They were made in the year 1168 (a.d. 1719) for the Church of the Holy
Resurrection'

C 23 'This site is in memory of the pilgrim (s?) Hfip'sime and Eyva (Eve) at the Church
of St. James

'

G 24 'In memory of the soul of the inhabitant of Kiitahya Astuacatur son of hadji
Noratunk', Amen'

C 25 'Yunan (Jonah) son of Sir Lazer (Lazar Lazarus)'
,

G 26 'Yunan (Jonah) son of Sir Lazer (Lazar Lazarus)'
G 27 (not readable)
C 28 (potter's mark?)
,

G 1
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH

WALL

17-5 cm. square.

Painted in yellow, green cobalt blue, turquoise, with red dots in slight relief, and grey,

black outlines.

The tile depicts an equestrian saint (PT'oros/Theodore) spearing a dragon. The saint wears
a short robe with a sash and his pointed helmet, decorated with a cockade is swathed
with a mantle falling over his shoulders. He rides a white horse holding the reins in one
hand and grasping a long spear with an arrow-shaped head in the other; the top of the
spear is decorated with a triple forked pennant with tasselled ends. The horse's tail is knotted, and its saddle blanket has long tassels. The serpent slithers from behind a tree to the
right; it has short wings and tiny horns. The background is decorated with groups of red
,

,

,

dots.

Inscriptions (in bolorgir)
Top:
(No inscription)
Bottom right corner:
1

1

t'vin rckain k'(risto)si rd'za
In the year 1168 (inc. 23rd Sept. 1718) (year) of Christ 1718'
'

,

Bottom:

i

tjfi mfipiugni- pnpoufi npb . iT ut iintr ufr uifftuu milfill
nt~.n t u ni p p
UMpnt- hi utlM L in tupptu uii/ t[tuprj.utujlim jfi uimmlf fut I map

.

j

di tirac'u t'orosi horn . m(a)h(te)si abrahamin i durn s(ur)b
e(an) et abraham vardapet yisatak xe ktor (t superscriptum) c ini
To the pilgrim Abraham the father of the chorister T'oros at the gate of (the church
of) the Holy Resurrection Abraham vardapet gave in (his) memory 47 tiles'
'

'

yarut
'

,

,

It is unfortunate that the inscription on this tile, mentioning the important donor Abraham
vardapet, presents some dificulty of interpretation. One would expect it to be like the other
sponsor tiles (apart from the series B 23-6 the lower inscription of which is in a single line)
complete in itself but it begins with the letters di which one might easily take to be the final
,

,

,

>
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letters o£ ordi 'son' originally preceded by the name of the father in the genitive; since the
name of the father appears to be given immediately after, a version reading to the pilgrim
Abraham, father of the chorister T'oros son of (Abraham)' would be tautologous and
unlikely. It seems therefore preferable to consider the tile in fact complete in itself, and to
take the initial di to be a scribal error for ti, the initial letters of the following tirac'u. One
may note that the di is written with a pen differing from the thinner one used for the rest
of the longish inscription. The scribe may have intended to erase the initial di, and then
'

have forgotten to do so before the tile was glazed.

The inscription cannot be interpreted to read '. . . to his father the pilgrim Abraham . . .
Abraham vardapet gave in memory 47 tiles' since the father of Abraham vardapet Kretac'i,
to whom this tile must refer, was the halfa ('master builder or artisan, head clerk or school
'

usher ;

see Mantran, R., Istanbul dam la seconde moitie du XVIIe siecle, Paris 1962, p. 368)

Arzuman T'osunenc' of Kayseri (see Alawnuni, M., Miabank' ew ayc'eluk' hay Erusaiemi,
Jerusalem, 1929, pp. 3-4).
C2
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH

WALL

18 cm. square.
The tile is broken in three. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, with touches of dark red
in slight relief, and fine black outlines.

The tile depicts the Virgin and Child, surrounded by angels, and a donor. The Virgin
stands barefoot on a crescent moon, supporting the infant Christ with her left arm, and
holding out a stalk of flowers. Her pointed crown is held by two kneeling angels. Christ
gives a blessing with his right hand. The Virgin and Child are enclosed in a mandala of
clouds and angels heads. The angel on the lower right supports a second stalk of flowers.
The outside of the mandala is hatched, and there are also faint red tongues of flame, to
symbolize the Holy Spirit. At the bottom left kneels a man, with hands raised in supplication.
Beardless, with a pointed moustache, he wears a long robe with wide cuffs, and a fur (?)
hat. On the left of the figure is a short inscription in Armenian notrgir, showing him to be
the sponsor of the tile. A ring of red dots fills the bottom right corner. The upper corners
are cut off, with scalloped borders forming spandrels, filled with sprays of black tulip-like
flowers. The upper border of the tile has a pattern of arabesque leaves reserved on a black
ground. The side borders are similarly decorated, in black under a blue glaze. The lower
border is filled with an inscription in Armenian notrgir, written in blue (uniquely for the
pictorial tiles) commemorating Yovhan(n)es son of Mik ayel of Tokat, mentioned on B 22,
B23.
'

.

'

Inscriptions
To the left of the kneeling figure:
'

k
'

(ristos)i (c(a)fa)y(i)c' (y)o(h)an/nes
Yohannes of the (servants) of Christ (?)'

(Some letters are missing due to the crack in the tile.)
Bottom:

t'ok'at'c'i mik'ayeli yohanes
Yohanes (son) of Mik'ayel of Tokat'
'
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C3
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17-7 cm. high, 16-8 cm. wide.
Painted in yellow, yellowish-green, dark cobalt blue, turquoise, with dark red dots in relief,
and fine grey-black outlines. The yellowish-green is obtained by overpainting yellow with
turquoise. The glaze of this tile has a marked greenish tinge.
The tile depicts the martyr, St. Catherine. She is seated on the edge of an open box. In her
right hand she holds the martyr s palm. She wears a three-pointed crown, with a green
'

nimbus and a halo of yellow rays behind her head. She wears a loose coat with wide sleeves,
lined with ermine, over a long robe. She has long hair and a fringe, and she wears a red and
yellow ring on the little finger of her left hand. On the right is an effigy of Christ on
the cross, blessing the saint with his right hand: further right is the plan of a building, and

a pair of closed calipers. On the left is the wheel, symbol of St. Catherine. The sides of the
open box are decorated with mitred panels, and it stands on club-shaped feet. The corners
of the tile are painted turquoise, with scalloped borders.

Inscription (in careful bolorgir)
To the left of the saint:

koysn katarine
The Virgin (martyr) Catherine'
'

C4
CHURCH OF THE HOLY ARCHANGEL, ANGLE OF NORTH-WEST PIER

(Fragment) 9 cm. wide, 12 cm.

The tile fragment is broken at the bottom left corner. It is of off-white ware, and the glaze
has a greenish tinge. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with grey-black
outlines.

The fragment depicts St. Theodore, and part of a second Saint. St. Theodore stands holding
a spear in his right hand and grasping his sword behind him with his other hand. He has a
circular shield strapped diagonally across his chest. He wears a short belted tunic over a
slightly longer robe, with trousers and knee-length leggings. On the right is another Saint,
with a long white beard, who wears a loose tunic with a cape, trousers, and high boots. On
the two intact sides, the tile is framed with a black fine.

Inscriptions (in bolorgir)
Above St. Theodore:

'

'

zin(w)om t eat oros
'

The soldier Theodore'

To the right:

hayr
'

Father . . .'
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C5
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17-7 cm. wide 17-5 cm. high.
The surface of the tile is damaged, and the glaze is badly pitted and has a greenish tinge.
Painted in yellow pale turquoise, dark red in slight relief, with black outlines.
The tile depicts the Head of Christ. It is similar in composition to the tile of St. John the
Baptist (B 8). Christ has a short dark beard and moustache, long hair carefully arranged to
,

,

fall over the shoulders, and wears a robe with a necklace of red dots. His halo is outlined in

black and the upper comers of the tile are coloured turquoise.
There is no inscription.
C 6
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH

WALL

17-5 cm. square.

The glaze has a marked greenish tinge. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, with red dots
in slight relief and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the three archangels Michael, Gabriel, and Ariel, standing side by side.
Each holds a raised sword in his right hand, and a scroll in his left with his name. They
wear short belted tunics with red spotted borders, red spotted trousers, and high boots.
,

,

Inscriptions (in bolorgir)
Left:

mik

'

ayel hrestak
The angel Michael'

'

Centre:

gabrie{l> hrestak
The angel Gabriel'
'

Right:
ariel hrestak
'

The angel Ariel'

C7
EAST END OF THE EXTERIOR NORTH WALL OF ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL, JUST
BELOW THE

ROOF

17 cm. square.

The tile is broken; the bottom right corner has been replaced with a fragment of Kiitahya
tile {type 6). The glaze has a greenish tinge; there are traces of turquoise along the top and
bottom sides, which are intact. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, dark red, with black
outlines.
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The tile depicts the Virgin and Child. The Virgin is seated praying over the infant Christ,
,

who rests against her right knee. Christ is shown asleep, half-clothed in a yellow cloak; he
has light curly hair. Above Christ's head and to the right of the Virgin are inscriptions.
The top left corner is filled with a blue cloud, with spiral patterns; on the right is a spray
of leaves and flowers.

It is not clear exactly why this tile should have been placed in its present position

,

so far

from the ground as to be virtually invisible.
Inscriptions (in bolorgir)

To r. of Virgin's head:
1

a(stua)cacin
'

Mother of God'

Above Christ's head:

'

nnje k (risto)s
Christ sleeps'
'

C8

CHAPEL OF THE APOSTLES, SOUTH WALL (r. Cupboard)
17-5 cm. wide, 17 cm. high.
The glaze has a greenish tinge. Painted in yellow, green cobalt blue, with dark red dots in
slight relief, and grey-black outlines.
The tile is painted with a cross between sprays of flowers and leaves. The cross has an inscription at the centre, and stands on an inscribed base. The lower third of the tile bears a
third inscription, in four lines.
,

Inscriptions
On cross:

Mxit'ar'

To (or of) Mekhithar'

Base of cross:

t Jtpibi'
i Mirzin

-

'
...

to (?the) Mirza'

These two parts probably belong together, and mean 'to the Mirza Mekhitar' or 'to
Mirza (son) of Mekhitar'.
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Bottom:

ymiliutn tli utLuij li ifiun ijutn-fih uuin.uijjt1t ifattliftun.jiL

if.m.ivtt tip ju*(int-P[tuiii}% Pifjtb nrffyfA . tuifl- h
'

Yisat(a)k e C'inis grigori ordi mxit'arin//
mawrn Sam xat'unin

'

'

ew {anayin} k verc n//
sasatin anayin varvarin saf ayin {varvar//
in} i dum s(owr)b yarut'(ean)n t'vin fckan amen
This cross is in memory of Mxit'ar, son of Grigor, his mother Sam xatun and
{Anna} his sisters Sasat(?)> Anna, Varvara, Sara, {Varvara} to the church of the Holy
Resurrection in the year 1168 (a.d. 1719). Amen'
'

Two names, Anna and Varvara, are marked as otiose, it being impossible for an Anna
to have a sister called Anna, and two sisters called Varvara (Barbara).

C9
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH

WALL

17-5 cm. square.

The glaze has a greenish tinge. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, red in slight relief,
with grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the Virgin and Child. The Virgin wears a white robe, and holds Christ with
her left arm. Christ gives a blessing with his right hand. The Virgin and Child are in a
yellow circle, framed by a blue square. Three of the wide borders are filled with flowers
and leaves; the bottom border is inscribed in four lines.

Inscription (in bolorgir)
f i iiiuriufj l jtnjSni- utlriuijfi tTnt-jtiu
r

mji npi ji uipa Pfib iU iTnpb Jiisp(3iMij
fib pijli jigb Itqpnplt [i q.nun lt jutpnt-pllr{uib}
.

rf-

1

1

t t. (_

J in in fjit*!* [J '//'h njC p fib iuiU i

'

Yisatak e k'ot'uhaeac'i mura

ti ordi arut'inin morn mart'ay

in k'verc'n elbom i dufn yarut'e(an)
z hat c'ini t'vin fcka in amen
'

In memory of Arut'in (Anastasius) son of Murad of K'ot'uha (Kiitahya), his mother
Mart'a, sisters and brother: (he gave) to the church of the Holy Resurrection 10 tiles
in the year 1168. Amen'

C 10
ETCHMIADZIN CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17-5 cm. wide, 18 cm. high.
The top left corner of the tile is broken. Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, with red dots
in relief and grey-black outlines.
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The tile depicts the Virgin and Child. Christ is supported by the Virgin's left arm, and makes
the sign of a blessing. The Virgin motions towards the child with her right hand. Both have
haloes decorated with red dots. The background is filled with sprays of flowers and groups

of red dots. The upper comers are cut off with scalloped borders. The lower third of the
tile is filled with an inscription in four lines.
Inscription (in bolorgir)

pfilfu/bfi b [tt i/fili u A far jib
'

YiSatak e e hat c'ini i dufn s(ur)b yarut'e(an)
k'ot'uhaeac'p]

alkulin mom anayin horn
xtrin glxaworn usep in ordun t'orosin nu'

'

ricanin t vin fcka in

5 tiles at the Church of the Holy Resurrection (the Holy Sepulchre) in memory of the
inhabitant-of-K'ot'uha (Kutahya) Agh-gul (Tk. Ak-giil "white rose"), her mother
'

An(n)a, her father the chief kh[a)t{t)r[c\i (Tk.

JM "Muleteer") Usep', (Joseph),

her son T'oros {or to the chief muleteer T'oros son of Usep') (?and) Nuridjan, in
the year 1168'

G 11
ETCHMIADZIN CHAPEL, NORTH WALL

17-5 cm. wide, 18 cm. high.

The tile is chipped on the left side. Painted in pale yellow, pale green, cobalt blue, dark red
in slight relief, with light to dark brownish-black outlines.
The tile depicts the prophet Abraham, and a bishop. Abraham stands on the left, holding
a sword speckled with blood in his left hand, and a ram with his right arm. He is dressed in a
short belted tunic, with a cloak slung over his right shoulder, and high boots. He has a long
white beard and his halo is decorated with red dots. On the right stands a bishop, giving a

blessing, and holding a book and a crozier. The bishop has a dark beard, and wears a chasuble with a long fringed sash, under a cope, and omophorion decorated with crosses, the
end of which falls over his left arm; he has a pointed mitre. Between the figures is a spray of
flowers. The sides of the tile are painted with borders of running leaves. The lower quarter
of the tile is filled with an inscription, in three lines.

The prophet Abraham on the tile links with the Abraham of the inscription; possibly the
second figure represents his brother Hayrapet (lit. patriarch )
'

'

.

Inscription (in bolorgir)
fji uiui w tf h ifiuibnu ni ipu

f

tupuiu trm /'i_ bqptut-pti

up juipnt-Ptr a/b h Ptffiib n.ikfyp ftti

Yi§at(a)k e P'anos oghlu ha(y)rapet ew elbawm (w superscriptum]
abrahamin or etun ie c'ini i dum
'

'

s(ur)b yarut e(an)n t vin fdka

in

In memory of Ha(y)rapet son of P'anos (Stephen) and his brother Abraham who gave
25 tiles to the Church of the Holy Resurrection in the year 1168
'

'

817179

I
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G 12

.

ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

18 cm. square.
The surface of the tile is damaged, and the glaze pitted. Painted in pale yellow, pale green,
cobalt blue, dark red in slight relief, with light to dark brownish-black outlines.
The tile depicts the martyrdom of St. John the Baptist. The Baptist has just been decapitated
kneeling before his executioner with arms crossed. The executioner holds the head of the
martyr in his left hand, and a sword in his right, He wears a short belted tunic, a pointed
helmet with a cockade, and high boots. On the right, Salome dances, holding aloft a spray of
flowers and pointing upwards with her right hand. She is dressed as a courtesan, with a halfbuttoned caftan over bulky trousers, high wooden pattens, and a cockaded hat. On the
extreme right is the prophet Abraham, with head averted. He holds a sword in his hand,
and a ram in the crook of his right arm. He wears a short belted tunic with a cloak slung
over his shoulder, and high boots. His halo is decorated with red dots, and there is a cross
of four dots above his head. The sides of the tile are decorated with borders of running
leaves, and the lower quarter of the tile is filled with an inscription, in three lines.
The presence of Abraham and John the Baptist is again explained as in C n, by the
inscription in which an Abraham and a John are named.
,

,

Inscription (in bolorgir)
f fi uim ui tj £
jjojtlttt-

ij.nt.tLb ujl jut tnupir ath A" jjfbft
'*

'

atlrtttgfi tttj!jittt { ujtf )fA bt- nptf.utft b i fof nptjunjb n atU ujih

tjpb nLbtuhftU It i tupnt-ppbjtb nt ntjb tttb ntjJ ti [itJfi

Yisat(a)k e i durn s(ur)b yarut'e(an) c c'ini
'

k'ot uhaeac'i

abrah(am)in ew ordain (for ordwoyn) ohanesin
horn ownanin ew arut'inin hogoc'n a(stua)c ol(o)rmi
'

50 tiles at the Church of the Holy Resurrection in memory of the inhabitants of
Abraham and his son Ohanes, his father Ownan (Yovnan, Jonah), and
Arut'in. God have mercy on their souls'
K'ot'uha

G13
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH WALL

17-5 cm. wide, 17-7 cm. high.
The tile is cracked, and chipped on the left and right sides. Painted in pale yellow, pale
green, dark cobalt blue, brown in slight relief, and grey-black outhnes.
The tile depicts the raising of Lazarus. Christ stands before Lazarus, in the open tomb, his
hand raised in blessing. Behind Christ are five Disciples. Behind the tomb is a rock. On either
side are borders splashed with brown. The lower quarter of the tile is filled with an inscription in three lines.

The tile is crudely painted, the colours are dingy, and the artist has mistakenly shown Christ
giving a blessing with his left hand. A comparison with the same subject on tile B 2 would
suggest this tile is the work of a different artist.
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Inscription (in bolorgir)

Yisatak e k'ot'uhayeac'i lazari
ordi ohanes(i)n ew anerofi n yohanin i durn s(ur)b y(a)rut e(an) z c ini a(stua)c olormi
'

,

'

'

In memory of the inhabitant-of-K'ot'uhay (Kiitahya) Ohanes son of Lazar and his
s father Yohan, (who gave) to the church of the Holy Resurrection 10 tiles. God

wife

'

have mercy'

C 14
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

17-7 cm. square.

The tile is partly chipped at the bottom, and there is a crescent-shaped groove across the
upper part of the tile. The glaze has a greenish tinge. Painted in two shades of cobalt blue
,

and black.

This tile is an adaptation of a common type of Kiitahya tile {type 6) with a pointed
medallion, and quarter medallions at the corners. Here the centre medallion has been cut at
the bottom, to allow space for an inscription in four lines in erkathagir reserved on a blue
,

ground; at the bottom is a fifth line, in black, in bolorgir. Round the medallion are four
'

angels heads, in black.

There are many monochrome blue examples of this type of tile in Jerusalem {types 6a-d)
and some polychrome versions (types 6 e,f) as well as others with inscriptions either painted
or incised (C 24-28). Similar tiles decorate the Hagi Bayram mosque in Ankara (II p. 78).
The importance of this tile lies in the fact that it supplies a precise date 1718/19, for the
,

,

,

type.

Inscription

OKM; CN'Ki, O'ljjib UfMT,

( ui m ptffi'I/ n&lfp fib

Yis(atak) e sirin oghlow abra
hami ordi sark'si

n i dowrn s(ur)b
1

n-11-1

yarowt

'

e(a)n ze

<ha)t t'vin rcka in
'

In memory of Sark'is son of Abraham Sirin-oghlu (son of Sirin) at the church of the
Holy Resurrection 15 (pie)ces (tiles) in the year 1168'
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G15
CHURCH OF THE HOLY ARCHANGEL, CHAPEL OF THE FIRST PRISON OF CHRIST,
NORTH WALL

18-5 cm. square.
The tiles is broken into nine pieces. It is of pinky-yellow ware, and the white ground is

faintly pinkish. It is painted in cobalt blue with darker outlines in slight relief.
The tile is painted with a central cross, with double crosses placed diagonally between each
of its four arms. The ground is decorated with dots and curls. The wide border contains an
inscription in erkathagir.

Inscription

ObCUSl'ii I;
W O'lJJlh «i

'

yic atak (for yisatak)
e dirs meyra
m oghlu k
za mariama
'

This site is in memory of Mariam, daughter (Tk. kiz-i) of Meyram-oghlu (son of
Meyram)'

G 16
PATRIARCHAL COLLECTION

17-8 cm. square, i-i cm. thick.
The bottom left corner of the tile is missing. The tile is bevelled, and glazed over the bevel.
The ware is powdery, off-white in colour. The back of the tile is partly smooth, and partly
pitted. There are indented marks on the two complete sides, at right angles to the inner
face of the bevel. The tile is painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise green, and red,
with grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the Virgin and Child. Crudely painted, the Virgin supports Christ with
her right arm and motions towards him; Christ has his right hand raised in blessing, and
in his left he holds an orb. On the right is a plinth supporting a vase of flowers. The background
is decorated with groups of three red dots.
There is no inscription.

C 17
PATRIARCHAL COLLECTION

18 cm. by 18-3 cm.; 1 cm. thick.

The tile is bevelled, with glaze over the bevel. The ware is powdery and pinkish-white in
colour; the ground is off-white and the glaze has bubbled slightly in firing. The tile is painted
in custard yellow, green, pale cobalt blue, red, with black outlines, and there are traces
of unfired gold on the Virgin s halo.
'
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The tile depicts the Virgin and Child. Very crudely painted, it is possibly a copy of C 16;
on the right is a similar plinth and vase of flowers. At the edge of the tile on the left is a
'

curious bearded head, and a crook (PJoseph). The Virgin s finger-tips are decorated with
red dots; a similar convention can be observed in figures on crudely painted Kiitahya plates
of the mid eighteenth century, to which genre this tile probably belongs.
There is no inscription.

C 18
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

SOUTH

WALL

17'8 cm. square.

The top right comer of the tile is damaged. Painted in pale yellow, pale green, pale cobalt,
with red dots in slight relief and grey-black outlines.

The tile depicts three bishops, standing side by side. Their right hands are raised in blessing,
and they carry books in their left hands. They are all bearded, the bishop on the right having
a shorter beard than the other two. They wear pointed and decorated mitres. Each is
dressed in an alb, with a fringed pectoral stole decorated with crosses. The two bishops on
the left wear a konk'er, or enchirium. Over the alb is a chasuble, surmounted by a vakas, or
amice (an upright stiff collar), and an omophorion decorated with crosses round the
shoulders and over the left forearm. They carry croziers of different design. The bishop
on the left has one with a cross with three bars; in the centre, with a symmetrical orthodox
cross; and on the right, with a spiral head.
The three bishops must symbolize the three churches, Greek, Armenian, and Latin,
united to restore the Holy Sepulchre. If the object hanging from the waist of two of the
bishops is indeed an enchirium, then each represents the catholicos, or patriarch, of his
respective church. The background is decorated with crudely applied red dots.
There is no inscription.

C 19

CHAPEL OF THE APOSTLES, NORTH WALL (bottom, r. Cupboard)
18 cm. square.

Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, with red dots in slight relief and grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts three bishops. The composition suggests that this tile was a copy of C 18,
by a less skilful artist; the colour scheme is also similar. In addition, there are six crosses
between the figures, two rows of triangles decorated with red dots at the sides, top and
bottom, and a green band framing the whole tile.
There is no inscription.

C 20
ETCHMIADZIN

CHAPEL,

NORTH WALL

18 cm. square.
The tile is broken into three, and the surface is badly damaged. Painted in pale yellow, pale

green, turquoise green, cobalt blue, dark red in relief, with grey-black outlines.
The tile depicts the sacrifice of Isaac. Abraham stands behind Isaac with a sword, and his
left hand raised. At the top, on the right, is an angel in a cloud bearing a ram. Below is a
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rock, and on the left is a tree. Abraham has a white divided beard, and wears a short tunic

over a slightly longer similar garment, loose trousers gathered below the knee and high
boots. Isaac wears a simple robe tied at the waist with a sash. Abraham's sword has a serrated edge. The background is painted with groups of three red dots, and other red marks

which appear to have been purposely erased. Compare with the same subject, on tile A 4.
There is no inscription.

Asbdb mm

(1 T(l iwt s

Fig. 7. Tile C 21. Scale: f.

C21

CHURCH OF THE HOLY ARCHANGEL, CHAPEL OF ST. HRIp'siME

18 cm. square.
Greenish-white ground. The letters are drawn in outline, filled in with solid black. The

inscription, in six lines, is divided by five horizontal lines.
Inscription
(KWJX'MVM I; *(MT>WU n r.-

ZSb&b r.HIJVi,Ki,
r i'-iwuw
.

'

i, ito'Jic
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Y(i)§(a)t(ak) e k'asiners ma
htec'i aslanin

hogown sinec'aw. t v(i)n rcka in
i d(ow)rn s(owr)b arowt'i
'

wn
'

These tiles (Pers. Tk.
kashl, "Kashan" glazed tile) are (lit. is) in memory of
the pilgrim Asian. There were (lit. it was) made in the year n 68 (inc. 23 Sept a.d.
.

1718) for the Church of the Holy Resurrection

'

Fig. 8. Tile C 22. Scale: f.
C22
CHURCH OF THE HOLY

ARCHANGEL,

CHAPEL OF ST. HRIP

'

siME

18-5 cm. square.
The letters were drawn in outline, filled in with solid black. The inscription, in seven lines,

f

is divided by ive horizontal lines.
Inscription
(KHrmsxr.ii) i; imx j i.ti'ii
msiw OTJwnuKii

bl»

OT

Sbfll* WW

vvv.xrvu rj»*tibtti'.b i« waijtm,
I'll
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Y(i)s(a)t(ak) e k'asiners
'

'

eric p oxan mahtec'i martirosin

i

'

ew kinn mahtec i mariamin sinec aw t v(i)n
'

'

fcka i d(ow)m s(owr)b arowt'i(wn)
in
'

These tiles are in memory of the eric'poxan1 pilgrim Martiros and his wife the pilgrim
Mariam. They were made in the year 1168 (a.d. 1719) for the Church of the Holy
Resurrection'

Fig. 9. Tile C23. Scale: |.

G23
CHURCH OF THE HOLY ARCHANGEL, CHAPEL OF ST. HRIP'SIME

i8-5 cm. square.
The letters are drawn in shades of cobalt blue on an off-white ground, with darker outlines.
The inscription, in Armenian erkathagir, is in five lines, divided by four horizontal lines, with
a border.
1 Alias eric'p'oxan eresp'oxan, a layman elected by the parish to look after the economic needs of the church,
receive visiting clerics, etc., a sort of bursar or church secretary.
,
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Inscription
I'D trii> -iii'H'U

YiSatak e di'

rs m(a)h(tes)i hfip s

-

imein ew eyva

in i dum s(ur)b
yakobay
'

This site is in memory of the pilgrim(s?) Hrip'sime and Eyva (Eve) at the Church of

St. James'
C24

chapel of the apostles, south wall (in left cupboard)
18-5 cm. square.
Painted in two shades of cobalt blue, with inscription in black,
Similar decoration to C 14; a common type of Jerusalem tile, typeS.
Inscription

gjf \ /lyi i i Y "')'"/'
"

bpftb
'

tuh iu hi n 1. ['f' h

ipijb iuiIIJIi .
hiSatak e
k'odah
'

c

i haci nor(a)ti

nk'in

{for -tank'in) ordi

a(stua)caturin
hok'oyn amen
'

In memory of the soul of the inhabitant of Kiitahya Astuacatur son of hadji
mahtesi pilgrim) Noratunk', Amen'

(=

,

The name Noratunk' (Neophyte), father of Astuacatur, occurs elsewhere, on two
undated hanging ornaments, and an incense-holder, see pp. 94-6; these objects were
probably associated with the tile.
C25

chapel of the apostles, north wall (bottom, left cupboard)
19 cm. square.

Painted in two shades of cobalt blue, with inscription in black.
Similar decoration to G 14.
817178

K
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Inscription (in erkathagir)

sr 'ijr-oJ T iir" rF ci/i 'i,fi r
r

.

i-ii-i

i-i

i-i

T(e)r Lazer ordi Yownan
Yunan (Jonah) son of Sir Lazer (tazar, Lazarus)'
'

C26

chapel of the apostles, north wall (left side, left cupboard)
19 cm. square.

Painted in two shades of cobalt blue, with inscription in black.
Similar decoration to C 14.

Inscription (in erkathagir)

T(e)r Lazer ordi Yownan
Yunan (Jonah) son of Sir Lazer (Lazar, Lazarus)'
'

C27

chapel of the apostles, north wall (bottom, left cupboard)
19 cm. square.

Painted in two shades of cobalt blue.

Similar decoration to C 14. Inscribed in Armenian in the wet clay with a sharp point

.

Inscription

(This seven-line inscription in notrgir is very faint and cannot be read from the photograph.)

G28
chapel of the apostles,

north wall (above left cupboard)

19-5 cm. square.

Painted in two shades of cobalt blue.

Similar decoration to G 14. Marked at the top on the border, with rfi; it is probably an
,

Armenian potter's mark.
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C29

church of st. Stephen (the Sacristy), west wall (above stairs)
ig-

cm. square.

Painted in cobalt blue with grey-blue outlines; inscription in grey-blue.
The design is one of the commonest types of Kiitahya tile used at Jerusalem, type 2 b; this
is the only inscribed example in Jerusalem, although there is an inscribed type 2 tile in the
Benachi Museum, Athens (see Plate 43 a).
Inscription (in notrgir)
ak. / i pat
St. James (?). For the wall'
'

Probably a potter's aide-memoire, representing '(Surb Y)ak(ob) i pat'.

IV. INSCRIPTIONS ON THE DISHES AND
BOWLS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
PICTORIAL TILES
'

(This) is the Archangel'
1168 (inc. 23 Sept. 1718)
Abraham Vardapet'

'

'

'

'

(Victoria and Albert Museum dish)

(This) is the beheading of John'
This picture was painted'
In the year 1160 and eight' (inc. 23 Sept. 1718)
(It) is of (belonging to? or by) Abraham Vardapet'

'

'

{Venice dish)

'

'

The Holy Warriors'
1168 (inc. 23 Sept. 1718)

'

'

'

Abraham Vardapet'

{Brussels dish)

'

St. Sargis'
1168 (inc. 23 Sept. 1718)
(monogram of Abraham Vardapet)

'

'

{Cincinnati dish)

For the use of Abraham Vardapet arajnord of T'ak'irt(a)l (this) was painted in the Armenian
year 1168 (a.d. 1718/19) by the diligence of the chorister T oros
'

'

'

(monogram of Abraham Vardapet)

{Brussels bowl)

Underneath is stone, on it glaze,

'

Inside it is filled with sweet wine.

Turning {or passing) this round in the midst of adversity
May he who drinks (of it) have good health {lit. may it be sweet)'
(This) is Christ'
Of the artist {lit. pictorialist) T'oros'
'

{Benachi bowl)

dish

a.d. 1718/19

'

Victoria and Albert Museum, London (no. 279-1893).
Ref. Lane, Later Islamic Pottery, p. 64, Plate 50a.
22 cm. diameter, 4-8 cm. high. Plate 16.
Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, with touches of red and brownish-black
outlines. The transparent glaze has a slight greenish tinge on the base.
The dish shows the Archangel Michael brandishing a sword and holding the soul of a dead
man, who lies beneath his feet. St. Michael wears a yellow blouse over a short green robe.
The folds of the blouse assume the character of a face, with pointed ears, eyes, nose, and
'

moustache. The ends of the sleeves are shaped like animals heads, with eyes and small

pointed ears. The robe is drawn together between the legs and has a mouth painted on it.
St. Michael holds an uplifted sword in his right hand; the sword is oi the yataghan type,
with a trefoil guard. He wears greaves and stitched footwear revealing the toes. In his left
hand he holds a scroll, and the soul of the dead man, depicted as a naked, beardless figure
with arms crossed, streaked with red. The dead man wears a loin-cloth; his eyes are open,
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he has a forked beard, and his feet appear bound together. On the left is a bunch of brightly
coloured flowers. The rim is inscribed at top and bottom in Armenian, in black on a green
border.

The back of the dish is painted with four sprays of blue flowers and leaves of different types,
with four smaller sprays between them. An inscription in Armenian bolorgir is painted in
black across the base (Figure 5).
Inscriptions

Rim, top:
ijbr,s(r,)«i(r.)«i(b)S'i. I:

hrest(a)k(a)p(e)tn e
(This) is the Archangel'
'

Bottom:

rcka
'

1168'

(inc. 23 Sept. 1718)

Base:
"'

i' /""

""/

'

i"i ""1j li ">

'

Abraham Vardapet'

Fig. id. Dish. Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Scale: }.

DISH

A.D. I 718/19

Armenian Convent, San Lazzaro, Venice.

Refs. Lane, op. cit., p. 64; Kurdian, H., 'The Armenian Pottery of Kiitahya' (in Armenian),
Pazmaveb, Venice, San Lazzavo, 1947, pp. 24-30; Aslanapa, O., Osmanlilar Devrinde Kiitahya
(Jinileri Istanbul, 1949, p. 75.
22-4 cm. diameter, 4-4 cm. high. Plate 17 a.
Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, and red, with black outlines.
The dish depicts the beheading of St. John the Baptist. St. John is shown kneeling, with his
hands tied together. His head is on a platter, held aloft by his executioner. The executioner
is beardless, with a pointed moustache; he wears a short belted tunic, boots, and a pointed
,

helmet with a patterned mantle. He holds a curved sword with a trefoil guard in his right
hand. To the right stands Salome, pointing downwards with her right hand. Under her left
arm is a tambourine. She has long hair, and a tapering hat; her robe, with wide sleeves, is

open in front, and on her feet are high wooden pattens. On the left is a bunch of flowers.
The rim is inscribed in Armenian at top and bottom and at the side, in black letters on the

yellow border. The back of the dish is plain, except for a monogram painted in black on the
base (Figure 5).
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Inscriptions
Top:

(jniU-iuviifiF 'WjiofiHri. i;
Yovhannow glxatowmn e
(This) is the beheading of John'
'

Right:
.

i.i'jir.iir.b "ins'ibru vmi

N3ka(re)c'aw patkers ays
This picture was painted'
'

Bottom:
I.MLKI.

'

IbA li bh MbLI Kl.

T'vin fck ew owt'in
'

In the year 1160 and eight' (inc. 23 Sept. 1718)

Left:

rjw,Ar.ir iij:fv,i>Kflib Kii i;
Abraham vardapetin e
(It) is of (belonging to? or by?) Abraham Vardapet'
'

Base:

The monogram is a simplified version of that of Abraham Vardapet on the base of the
and similar to the monogram on the Cincinnati dish. See Figure 5.

Brussels bowl,

Fig. 11. Dish. San Lazzaro, Venice. Scale: J.

DISH

A.D. 1718/19

Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels (no. 3170-1).
Refs. Lane, op. cit., p. 64; J. Helbig, 'Exposition d'Art Musulman', Bulletin des Musees
Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels, 1949, pp. 106-7.
-Arte, Switzerland, 1946.
21 cm. diameter, approx. 4-5 cm. high. Plate 18.
Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, turquoise, and dark red, with black outlines.
St. Sargis and his son, Martiros, are depicted on the dish, riding on white horses. The saint
on the right turns back to kiss the other saint on the cheek. Both saints are beardless, and
the saint on the right (Martiros) is shown with short hair. They wear belted robes and flowing cloaks, and boots. The horses have knotted tails. One saint uses U-shaped metal stirrups;
the other has his feet in simpler rope or leather stirrups. On the right are hillocks and tufts
of grass. Above is a cloud, with four little birds. The rim is inscribed in Armenian at top
and bottom, in black on the yellow border. Half the top inscription is in yellow letters,
reserved on a black ground.
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The back of the dish is painted in blue with four large and four small sprays of flowers and

leaves. The Armenian inscription in bolorgir across the base is painted in black; the name
Abraham is written in a rather idiosyncratic style (Figure 5).
Inscriptions

Top:
S(owr)b zinawork'
The Holy Warriors'
'

Bottom:

fcka
'

1168

'

(inc. 23 Sept. 1718)

Base:

Abraham v(a)rd(a)pet
Abraham Vardapet'
'

Fig. 12. Dish. Brussels. Scale: \.

DISH

A.D. 1718/19

Cincinnati Art Museum (no. 1952-271); formerly in the Kelekian collection.

Refs. Dikran Khan Kelekian, The Kelekian Collection ofPersian and Analogous Potteries, 1885-1910,
Paris, 1910; description, and poor photograph. Kelekian notes that the dish was found in
Aleppo. It also appears in his book. The Potteries of Persia, Paris, 1910.
15 cm. diameter, 3-2 cm. high. Plate 17
Of the same shape as the three other dishes, it is considerably smaller in size. It is painted
in yellow, turquoise green, cobalt blue, and red, with black outlines. The surface is scratched
and the rim chipped. There are traces of terracotta-coloured kiln spurs at three points on
the base ring, and at the centre of the base.
St. Sargis is shown riding a white horse, with an attendant seated behind him. In his left
hand he holds a mace, and in his right the reins. He is bearded and dressed in a robe with
a cloak, and wears boots. The child-like attendant carries a standard surmounted by a cross
is dressed in a long belted robe, and wears a turban. The prancing horse has a knotted tail;
the stirrups are U-shaped. Beneath the horse arc hillocks with red and blue flowers. The
rim is inscribed in Armenian in black on a yellow border at top and bottom.
The attendant's identity is uncertain, but according to Armenian legend is thought to be his
son, Martiros, although the pair are quite differently depicted on the Brussels dish. In
Greek legend the pair are referred to as SS. Sergius and Bacchus, the latter carrying a
,

wine-jar. Attendants riding behind equestrian saints-, often carrying a ewer, are commonly
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depicted on icons from the late medieval period onwards, and have been variously inter-

preted. In this instance, Kelekian states that it is a Greek woman captured by St. Sergius.
This Ethiopic legend, and a second from Constantinople where the figure is a woman who
assisted St. Sergius in escaping from the Roman emperor, are recorded in A6afean H 3
Hayoc' anjnanunneri bafaran [Dictionary of Armenian Proper Names], Erevan, 1948, iv. 402-4.
,

The back of the dish is painted with an all-over pattern of blue flowers and leaves, one single
flower having a touch of green at the centre. The base is painted with a faint Armenian

monogram, in green (Figure 5).
Inscriptions

Top:
in* mvn»M)

S(urb) Sargis
St. Sargis'
'

Bottom:

'

1168'

(inc. 23 Sept. 1718)

Base:

(monogram of Abraham Vardapet)

Fig. 13. Dish. Cincinnati. Scale: \.

BOWL

A.D. 1718/19

Musees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Brussels (no. 3170-2).
Refs. Helbig, op. cit., pp. 106-7; Lane, op. cit., p. 64, and 'Turkish Peasant Pottery from
Chanak and Kutahia', The Connoisseur, 104 (1939), 232-7.
18-5 cm. diameter, 12 cm. high. Plate ig.
Painted in yellow, green, turquoise green, cobalt blue, grey, and dark red, with blue and
black outlines.

The inside of the bowl is painted with the Twelve Apostles, standing under an arcade in
various attitudes. Four carry books (the Evangelists), and one, the model of a church.
Seven have short dark beards and moustaches; two, fair curly beards; one, a pointed white
beard; one, a divided white beard; and one is clean shaven. At the rim is an Armenian

inscription, outlined in blue and reserved against a hatched ground. At the bottom of
the bowl is a twelve-pointed star formed by the intersection of radial arcs.
The outside of the bowl is painted in blue, with a few touches of yellow and green. It depicts
a procession emerging from the gate of a fortified town, headed by two men carrying the
model of a church, to be presented to a bearded figure seated beneath a canopy. (Lane
mistakenly states that the soldiers are attacking the town.) The rest of the bowl is painted
with a hunting scene; two huntsmen with guns pursue a variety of animals and birds in a
mountainous landscape.
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The town walls are fortified with six cannon. Inside,
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the tops of various buildings are depicted,

including a square tower with a pointed roof a two-storied building with a round super,

structure, and a square building supporting a pointed dome on four arches. The latter
building resembles the upper part of the Holy Sepulchre on one of the pictorial tiles (the
Resurrection B 19), and this, combined with the flag bearing a cross above the gateway,
suggests the town is meant to be Jerusalem. The model carried by the two front men has
three domes; six more figures carry various standards, including a flag decorated with a
lion, tasselled lances with triple points, and guns. They wear short belted robes with high
boots, and large hats with wavy inturned brims. Above them is a spray of flowers. The
bearded igure beneath the canopy wears an alb surmounted by a chasuble; he stands behind
a throne and carries a sceptre in one hand and points to the model with the other.
f

,

,

Round the bowl,

one huntsman takes aim at a bird with his gun; the other, on horseback,

turns back to aim at the same target. The hills are populated with birds, a hare, a fox with.
its head under its paw and a dog drinking at a stream. The rocky peaks have plateau-like
summits, and the trees resemble palms. The huntsman on foot wears a tasselled turban, and
,

has a powder horn slung over his shoulder.
The scene must have some allegorical significance; the most likely conjecture is that if
represents Abraham Vardapet instrumental in restoring the fortunes of the Jerusalem see,
,

directing the efforts of loyal Armenians to that end. The model probably represents
St. James. Painted in blue on the base is an elaborate Armenian monogram of Abraham
Vardapet (Figure 5).

Fig. 14. Bowl. Brussels. Scale: J.

Inscriptions
Inside rim:

'

V ilTb'nr.I-

tMLFi. AUsMKi (I'A'iil' Vh ITJwl' EniJl'llllh biO'li SNTOllF
,

-

1 r-

I

i va(y)elumn Abraham vard(a)pe[t] in T'ak'irtloy arajnordn nkarec'aw t'vin hayoc'
fcka in asxat[asi]rowtte(a)n [for asxatasirut'eamb) tirac'ow t'orosin
'

For the use of Abraham Vardapet arajnord (bishop suffragan) of T'ak'irt(a)l (this) was

painted in the Armenian year 1168 (a.d. 1718/19) by the diligence of the chorister T'oros'
Base:

(monogram of Abraham Vardapet)
817176
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BOWL

A.D. I 718/19

Benachi Museum, Athens; gift of Mrs. Helen Stathatos (case 66, no. 60).
20 cm. diameter, 11 cm. high. Plate 20.
Attached to the base ring is a metal collar. The glaze on the outside is badly pitted. Painted

in yellow, green, cobalt blue, and dark red with black outlines.
The inside of the bowl is painted with an arcade of thirteen pointed arches. Beneath it are
Christ enthroned and the Twelve Apostles. Christ blesses the Apostles and holds a book in
his left hand. His halo is decorated with a ring of dots. Six of the Apostles have dark beards
and moustaches, four are fair, and two are clean-shaven. All stand, except one who kneels.
All carry a model of a domed church; in addition, the two Apostles to the left and right of
Christ carry a sword and a key respectively. They wear long robes with cloaks clasped in
front. The supporting lines of the arches are decorated with three red dots. At the bottom
of the bowl is a ring of red dots, encircling a painting of the Holy Sepulchre. At the rim is an
Armenian inscription, in black, consisting of a rhymed quatrain. At the foot of Christ's
throne are three more Armenian letters.

The Holy Sepulchre is depicted as a rectangular building with a pointed dome at one end
supported on two rows of twin columns. It stands in a paved area. The arched doorway,
beneath a lintel, is preceded by two low walls. The side wall is pierced by a single rectangular
window, and two-thirds of it is occupied by a blind arcade, from the arches of which hang
lamps. Above the door is a smaller lamp, and other lamps hang between the twin columns.
On a staff above the door surmounted by a cross flies a forked pennant, coloured red and
green. The roof of the Sepulchre is shown tiled. In front of the door an elaborate lamp (or
censer) hangs on four chains, with a tassel. The Holy Sepulchre is depicted as restored in
a d 1555 (see p. 23).
The outside of the bowl is painted in a different style, in monochrome blue. Two naked
children sit in the middle of gigantic flowers and leaves. An attempt at three-dimensional
modelling suggests a European prototype. The outer rim is painted with a band of
alternating semicircles, broken by a short Armenian inscription.
.

.

Inscriptions
Rim, inside:

or. rjvjtjijw, v \y\:.K

r.rw

Nerk'ew e k'ar(,) vran c'ini
Mic'ovn i [for e) lik' anus gini
Sa srjelov i mej harki
Ov or xme anui lini

Underneath is stone, on it glaze;
Inside it is filled with sweet wine.

Turning (or passing) this round in the midst of adversity
May he who drinks (of it) have good health [lit. may it be sweet)
Beneath the throne:

K'tristo
'

ele}

(This) is Christ'
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Rim, outside:

Patkerahan T'orosin

Of the artist [lit. pictorialist) T'oros'

'

Fig. 15. Bowl. Benachi Museum, Athens. Scale: \.
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A

INDEX OF ARMENIAN

NAMES

FROM THE TILES AND POTTERY OF a.d. 1718/19
Abraham of C(rete), [arajnord) of T'ek'irdagh,

Martiros (brotherofYaghut',£azar, Yovhan(n)es,

A 3, A 4, C i; Brussels, Venice, Cincinnati, and
V

.

Mariam, son ofMik'ayel of Tokat and Elisabed),

and A. dishes, Brussels bowl.

Abraham (son of P'anos, brother of Ha(y)rapet),
C 11.
Abraham (son of Ownan, father of Ohanes),

B 24.

Martiros [eric'poxan, husband of Mariam; a
pilgrim), C 22.
Meyram-oghlu/ ('son of Meyrsm') (father of

C 12.

Mariam), C 15.

Abraham, mahtesi (father of T'oros), C I.
Mik'ayel of Tokat (father of Yovhan(n)es,
Abraham Sirin-oghlu (son of Sirin; father of
Yaghut', Martiros, Mariam and tazar, husSark'is), G 14.
band of Elisabed), B 22, 23; G 2.
Agh-gul (daughter of Usep' and Anna, mother of Murad (husband of Mart'a, father of Arut'in, a
T oros (? and) Nuridjan), G 10.
son and daughters), G g.
'

Anna (daughter of Grigor and Sam xatun, sister Mxit'ar (son of Grigor and Sam xatun, brother of
'

of Mxit

ar, Sasat, Sara and Varvara), G 8.

Sasat, Anna, Varvara, and Sara), G 8.

Anna (wife of Usep', mother of Agh-gul, grandmother of T oros (? and) Nuridjan), G 10.

Noratunk'

Arut'in (Anastasius), (son of Murad and Mart'a,
with a brother and sisters), G 9.
Arut'in, G 12.

[see also pp 94-6).
Nuridjan (son of Agh-gul grandson of Anna and
Usep' brother of T'oros), C 10.

'

,

'hadji'

(father of Astuacatur), G 24

.

,

,

Asian (a pilgrim), C 21.

Astuacatur (son of 'hadji' Noratunk'), G 24 {see ohan6s (son of
also pp. 94-6).

son.in.law of Yohan.

married), G 13.
Ohanes (son of Abraham, grandson of Ownan),

Elisabed (wife of Mika'yel of Tokat, mother of
q I2
Mariam, Yovhan(n)eS, Yaghut', Martiros and 0wnan (father of Abrahaln) grandfather of
£azar),B25.
Ohanes), G 12.
Eyva (a pilgrim?, with Hnp'sime), G 23.

Ongor Vardapet [Sirwanc'i], B 2, B 4, B 5,

f

D O.

Grigor (husband of Sam xatun, father of Mxit'ar,

Sasat, Anna, Varvara and Sara), G 8.

'

T

xatun (wife of Grigor' mother of Mxit

'

ar,

Sasat, Anna and Varvara), G 8.

Ha(y)rapet (son of P'anos, brother of Abraham), Sara (daughter of Grigor and Sam xatun, sister
of Mxit ar, Sasat, Anna and Varvara), G 8.
'

q lI

Hf-ip'sime (a pilgrim, with Eyva), G 23.

(son of Abraham Sirin-oghlu, grandson of

Sirin), G 14.

Lazar (son of Mik'ayel of Tokat and Elisabed, Sasat (daughter of Grigor and Sam xatun, sister
'

brother of Yovhan(n)es, Mariam, Yaghut', . of Mxit ar,

Martiros), B 23, B 24.

Lazar (father of Ohanes), G 13.

Sara, Anna and Varvara) G 8.
,

inn (mother of Abraham, grandmother of
'

Sark is), C

14.

Mariam (wife of Martiros, a pilgrim), C 22.
T'oros, chorister (son of pUgrim Abraham), and
Mariam (daughter of Meyrem-oghlu), G 15.
artist, Benachi bowl, Brussels bowl, G 1.
Mariam (sister of Yaghut', Lazar, Yovhan(n)es, T oros (son of Agh-gul, grandson of Anna and
Martiros, daughter of Mik'ayel of Tokat and
Usep brother of Nuridjan), G io.
'

'

,

Elisabed), B 24-5.

Mart'a (wife of Murad, mother of Arut'in,
another son, and daughters), G 9.

Usep' (husband of Anna, father of Agh-gul,
'

grandfather of T oros and Nuridjan), G 10.
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Va[rdan Balisec'i of Amrtdolu Vank'], B 4.

Varvara (daughter of Grigor and Sam xatun,
sister

of Mxit'ar,

Sasat, Anna and Sara),

G 8.

Elisabed, sister of Martiros, Mariam, Yovhan-

(n)es, and Lazar), B 24.
Yohan (father-in-law of Ohanes), G 13.
Yovhan(n)es, chorister (son of Mik'ayel of Tokat
and Elisabed, brother of Lazar,

Yaghut' (daughter of Mik'ayel of Tokat and

Yaghut', and Mariam), B 23, C 2.

Martiros,
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A

.

INSCRIBED

EWER

AND

DATED

A.D. I 5IO

The Godman collection, Horsham, England.

17-5 cm. high to rim; spout rises 0-75 mm. above level of rim; body 11 cm. diameter.
Plate 21a.

The ewer has a bulbous body, with a narrow neck encircled by a convex moulding, flaring

to a deep rim. It stands on a carved foot-ring. The spout rises straight from the body, the lip
turning outwards at the top; the handle is shaped like a serpent, or dragon, with a hole
pierced at its junction with the neck. The vessel is made of off-white ware, discoloured
brown where exposed. It is painted in two shades of bright cobalt blue on a white ground,
under a clear glaze. The underside and part of the inner base ring are unglazed. The base is
glazed, with an Armenian inscription in blue on a white ground.
The ewer is painted with designs in a series of horizontal bands. The body is decorated with
split leaves with curled tips, and lotus-like flowers on thin intertwined stems, all reserved on
a blue ground. Below, there are similar flowers, in blue, on a white ground. Above, the base
of the neck is decorated with a ring of curved petals on a blue ground; the convex moulding
with a rope-pattern containing small crosses; the upper neck with dotted lotus-panels
alternating with sprays of flowers; and the rim with two interlacing rings of small, lobed
leaves. The spout is painted with interlacing geometric bands forming hexagonal panels, and
curved petals, reserved on a blue ground. The dragon-shaped handle is decorated with scales,
each with a dot at the centre; the head is painted with eyes and the jaws with tiny teeth.
Inscription
Seven lines of Armenian bolorgir script:

tuiliulipu: ji ptifftu
fbft : tTitiftur t

Yi atak e
abreham
'

'

cafayi . a(stuco)y . k ot
'

ayec i.

-

say baz(a)k
'

amanss i t vis

jet' mart.
za:-

'

This vessel is in commemoration of Abraham, servant of God, of K'ot'ay [Kutahya].
In this year 959 [a.d. 1510], March nth'
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Fio. 16. The Godman ewer, a.d. 1510. Scale: J.

WATER-BOTTLE [sUraM)

A D
.

.

I529

The Godman collection, Horsham, England.

23 cm. high, 18 cm. diameter. Plate 21b.
The water-bottle has been broken at the neck, just above a convex moulding. Five holes have
been drilled in the neck. It stands on a carved foot ring. It is made of yellowish ware and

painted under a clear glaze in two shades of dark cobalt blue. The bottom and inside of the
foot ring are unglazed. The base is glazed, and inscribed in Armenian, in blue.
The vessel is decorated with horizontal panels, painted with delicate floral motifs. The body
is painted with spirals, with the fine stems bearing tiny leaves and hooks. Below is a wide
blue band, and above a band of rope-like ornament. The upper part of the body is painted
with a pattern of tiny marguerite-like flowers and leaves, repeated above the convex
moulding. The moulding is inscribed in rhyming Armenian, in blue, between double rings.
Inscriptions
On the moulding, in Armenian bolorgir script:
utp Juiputftpnu jlrujfiuliuijujnu
[utuujUJp

jitptflitj fi

pnPuijpu

1

Jkfy uni-pui fi [upl p l1
poMpntf pn hb *"p dtaptnfipnu *

T(e)r Martiros yepiskaypos
xapar xrkec i K'ot'ayss
s(ur)b A(stua)cacin jez barexaws
'

'

mek surahi xrkek i hos

barov bfne T(e)r Martiros.
i t'v(i)n jha marti za grvec' ays surahin

*

8o
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'

Bishop Ter Martiros sent word to K'ot'ayes (this K. here): "May the Holy Mother
of God intercede for you: send one water-bottle {surahi) here. May Ter Martiros
receive it in peace. In the year 978 [a.d. 1529] on the 18th of March this water-bottle
,

"

'

was inscribed.

On the base, in Armenian bolorgir script, in a spiral design:
1-

-

1

mp Juiputfipnu fumti mp jtipl hg piiljl ni nl.iiij £-t# uni ptu ji . [J<"/ [liub jin[Juiju up m&iuitftb i u/hpfru

T{e)r Martiros xapar xrkec' yAnkureay es surahi. t'ol ban K'ot'ays s(ur)b A(stua)cacin
'

vank is
'

Ter Martiros sent word from Ankara: "May this water-bottle [be] an object [of]
ays for this monastery of the Holy Mother of God
'

" '

K'ot

.

0

0

Fig. 17. The Godman water-bottle, a.d. 1529. Scale: \.

Dowsett would now add to the forms referring to Kiitahya quoted in his letter reproduced
by A. Lane, 'Ottoman pottery of Isnik', Ars Orientalis, ii (1957), 271 n. 29, the following forms
found in Armenian manuscript sources: K'awt'ay, K'ot'ay, K'eot'ay (pron. K'ot'a),
K ot aea (pron. K ot aya), K awt ahiay, Gut ahia (pron. K ut ahia) (see A. Alpoyacean,
Yusamatean Kutinahayeru, Beirut, 1961, pp. 197-209); Got'a (pron. K'ot'a (inscription on
bowl of 1716, p. 81); K'ot'uha occurs also in the Jerusalem tiles (1719) (C 9, C 10, G 12,
C 13) as well as K'ot'uhia (A 8) and K'odah(-c'i) (G 24); the genitive K'ot'ahiu is common in the Kutinahay zamanakagrut iwn (Kutahya-Armenian chronicle), ed. P. Zort'ean,
Vienna, i960 (e.g. pp. 17, 38, 39, 67). The final -s of the forms on the Godman waterbottle, which he is unable to ind elsewhere, is in his opinion probably the enchtic demonstrative particle equivalent to Latin hk; thus K'ot'ayas, K ot ays, this Kiitahya'. The suggestion
that K. might be a personal name, referred to apud Lane, ibid., was Lane s own suggestion in his original letter to Dowsett, who could not accept it. Dowsett can also see no
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

f

'

'

'

'

'

indication that tfie Armenian characters are in any way 'disguised', as Lane supposes
(p. 271).
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A.D. I7l6

The Patriarchal collection,

St. James, Jerusalem.
20 cm. high; diameter of body 14-5 cm. Plate 22 a. Fig. 18.
Fine hard off-white ware. Painted in cobalt blue with darker outlines, and black; the glaze
,

has a greenish tinge. The spout is broken. Five holes are pierced through the neck, at the
rim. The ewer is unglazed for 0-75 mm. inside the neck. The handle and the spout are
hexagonal in section. There is a convex moulding at the junction of the neck to the body.
The body of the ewer is decorated with an all-over pattern of blue flowers and leaves. Above
the undecorated moulding is a ring of ten leaf sprays, linked by double bands. The outside
of the handle is painted with a row of seventeen little birds. The spout is decorated with
flowers and leaves, alternating with panels of cross-hatching. Round the body are two
cartouches with trefoil ends, outlined in black, containing an Armenian inscription in two
parts. (See II, p. 17).
Inscription

Yisatak e i t'owrn (ybrdowrn) s(owr)b (y)akobin // t<v(in) rdkz Dektember . i . t'
'

This is a memorial to the Church of St. James // in the year n 66 (a.d. 1716)

,

December 29th.'

BOWL

A.D. I 716

The Patriarchal collection,
8-2 cm

.

St. James, Jerusalem.
high, 26 cm. diameter. Plate 22 h c. Fig.
,

Similar in ware and decoration to the ewer,

18.

to which it belongs. Inside the bowl there is a

carved, unglazed ring at the angle of the rim. The bottom of the base ring is also unglazed
Inside there are two Armenian inscriptions, painted in black in rings at the centre and the
rim. Inside the central ring is a spray of blue flowers; it is surrounded by a wide band of
.

,

blue flowers and leaves

,

and a ring of eight palmettes and eight ewer-like motifs.

Outside,

the bowl is painted under the rim with a band of flowers and leaves, and the body
is decorated with five floral medallions in Chinese style. On the base is a small spray of
flowers.

Inscriptions
(rim)

ftMUKh) (I a'Ii.0, 'bb'iSbiri-bl' W. 'I'Wiiiih r,fMT.Af.lJ1» (WKW U"l SbVK
？

i
'

e

'

'

i
'

eramb melapart ew anafzan k ework . s(owrb)- margareic (?) i t'v(in)

fckz Dektember t' got'ac'ow abrahami ord(i) mltec'i karapetin e
'

By the hand of the simple and unworthy K'ework' of (the Church) of the Holy

Prophets(?) in the year 1166 (a.d. 1716) December 9th. (It) is for the pilgrim Karapet
son of Abraham of Got a (Kiitahya)
,

'

817178

'

M

o

J

or

5

Fig. 18. Ewer and bowl in the Patriarchal collection, a.d. 1716, St. James, Jerusalem. Scale: J.

3

r

r
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(centre)
Gurxsuii i; h mwu up- I'linw ii
'

yisatak e i t owrn s(owr)b (y)akobin
(it) is a memorial to the Church of St. James'
'

tile

a.d. 1 72 1

Victoria and Albert Museum, London (no. 982-1892).
Ref. A. Lane, Guide to Tiles p. 23.
,

18 cm. square. Plate 34 a.

The glaze is pitted and uneven; greenish-white ground. The edges of the tile are sharply
bevelled back. Armenian inscription, in black, in an ogee frame, in five lines; further letters
to the top left and right.
Inscription

Si1 r.Vv s'uT 'vtia
rj»'iib«r.i' sui'
.

iiii nm-HiKi,

m J?ii thw± xrvrsb
ih]: oi*h rawja* 'ir,-

T(e)r A(stua)c Y(isu)s K'(risto)s
Sinec'aw tu-

ns Sargisin
t'vin fch marti
'

ze orn urp at

'

ka-

tarum e
'

Lord God Jesus Christ. This house was built for Sargis in the year 1170 (a.d. 1721)
on March 17th, Friday. (This marks the) completion (thereof)
'

INCENSE-HOLDER

A.D. I 726/7

Cincinnati Art Museum (no. 1952-272) formerly in the Kelekian collection.
Ref. A. Lane, Later Islamic Pottery, p. 64, Plate 50 b.
high, 13-5 cm. diameter. Plate 35.
Painted in yellow, pale green, red, grey-blue, with black outlines.
The incense-holder has six lobes, each with a shaped foot and pierced by a cross, outlined in
blue, with holes around it all enclosed in a pointed medallion. Flanking the medallions are
sprays of flowers, leaves, and dots. Around the rim between two rings of pierced holes is an
Armenian inscription, in black; some letters are outlined, and others painted solid. The
handle is square in section and rises to a point; it is decorated with chevrons, dots and other
motifs. Inside the concave walls are painted with dotted medallions around the pierced
crosses. At the bottom, a central flower is surrounded by six floral sprays and six dotted
8-2 cm

.

,

,

leaves.

84
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Inscription
GKSWWftM 1; MlKli'inSCWH 'ljr,.<MTKi, VVV

WWMU, h 'ViMVu 111

Yi§(a)t(a)k e xunkatops Lazarin iwr hogwoyn i durn S(ur)b A(stua)c(a)[c]na(y)
t'vin fchz
'

This incense-box is in memory of Lazar his soul at the door of (the Church of) the

Holy Mother of God in the year 1176 (inc. 21 Sept. a.d. 1726)'

PI

I t 19%*'

ItOOD

B
.

0

D

0 0 tt

f» 1

t m

0 _

D

5
Fig. 19. Incense-holder, a.d. 1726/7. Cincinnati Art
Museum (ex-Kelckian collection). .SWe: J.

TILE PANEL

A.D, I 726/7

H Hazarian collection, New York.
.

iJe/". H. Kurdian, op. cit. pp. 25-30, plate 3.
Centre tile 20- by 21 cm.; border tiles, 5-2 cm. wide, 30-6 cm. long. Plate 34 i.
,

,

Painted in shades of cobalt blue

,

the inscription in black. Tile inscribed in Armenian with

rhymed verses surrounded by four border tiles, mitred at the corners.
,

Inscription

vdm i; .mij-sn .nrjroj'.w'.'ii

bi«

r/i.'i

Kibni bi'binvi.
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Ays e palats patvakan
Erek' elbark' aSxatec'an

Sarg(i)s, Nahapet, Malak'ian

Ew hor{k'} hangoc'eal Erem(i)an
Barexos lini Ko(y)s Mariam
T'vin rchz
'

This is a noble palace.
Three brothers worked (on it)Sargis, Nahapet, Malak'ia,
And their late father Eremia.

May the Virgin Mary intercede (for them).
In the year 1176 (inc. 21 Sept. a.d. 1726)'

TWO HANGING ORNAMENTS

A.D. I739/4O

Patriarchal collection, St. James, Jerusalem.

io-8 cm. high, 9-7 cm. diameter.
.
ii-G cm. high, 9-5 cm. diameter. Plate 24 a, b.
Both ornaments are hollow and pierced at the top and bottom, with metal hooks for
suspension. Painted in opaque yellow, faint cobalt blue, turquoise green, with brownish black
outlines, on a white ground. Both are inscribed in Armenian bolorgir round the middle, and
a

.

b

.

b is also inscribed at the bottom.
.

The ornaments are decorated with six angels, each with six wings; and six more angels heads
with double wings. The angels have yellow beards' and green and yellow wings. Part of the
central inscription is written above the upper blue line.
'

Inscriptions
a

.

Ays t'opos maltesi astebanin hrestakapet ek'elec'in

isa{y}tak'3n e: . . . t'ivan fcjt'
This sphere is in memory of the pilgrim Esteban (Stephen)
in the Church of the Archangel ... 1189 (inc. 18 Sept. a.d. 1739)'
'

b

.

I ' y W [tl mippii, \ji 11 I, iiiitil[iunqliin /.

y/. y f/i tl ij tu If ufi ji u in Irjt in'h

Ays t'opos hafe takapet ekelec' in maltesi e asteban
isa{y}tak'3ne
This sphere (in) the Church of the Archangel is in memory of the pilgrim Esteban
(Stephen)'
'

(At bottom)

-

f
jr

'

ays t ivan
'

fcjt' sinejav

This was made in the year 1189'

r

""""

"

A
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{inscription a)

a

b

(inscription b)
Fig. 20. Two hanging ornaments, a.d. 1739/40. iStafc: J.

INCENSE-HOLDER

A D
.

.

I74O

Armenian Convent, San Lazzaro, Venice.

Ref. Kurdian, loc. cit., Plate 1.
9-4 cm high, 11-8 cm. diameter. Plate 36 a-d.
The handle, square in section, is missing. The holder is painted on the outside in yellow
turquoise green, and red, with an Armenian inscription in purplish black; inside, it is painted
in yellow and a diffused cobalt blue.
The incense-holder has five lobes, each decorated with a six-winged angel's head with pairs
of leafy, dotted spirals above and below; between the lobes are dotted leaves. The Armenian
.

,

,

bolorgir inscription, in two lines, occupies the upper third of the holder. The inside walls are
painted with cypress-like motifs, with similar smaller motifs, and scrolling leaves. At the
bottom is a central flower, surrounded by feathery spiralling leaves, and smaller arabesque
sprays of flowers and leaves springing from the angles between the lobes. The rim is
painted with a chain of red and yellow hooked leaves. The base is raised.
Inscription
nuffib

aijuiuilfb £ : fljtijjtli tiZiipf niJbfiufi tu npph [ih U tjiu i_

Ays e xunkamanas S(ur)b Sargis ekelec'in A(stua)c{a)turi ordi
Akopin (y)i§a{y} takn e: t'ivgn f6jt' (y)unisi a oran sSinec'aw
'

This is an incense-vessel (for) the Church of St. Sargis. It is in memory of (Y)akop

son of Astuacatur. It was made on the day of 1st June in the year 1189 (a.d. 1740)'
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Fig. 21. Incense-holder, a.d. 1740. Armenian Convent
of San Lazzaro, Venice. Scale: J.

A D

JUG

.

.

1741/2

Gezirah Museum, Cairo

18 cm. high, 11 cm. diameter. Plate 37.
Painted in yellow, green, purple, cobalt blue, and red, with black outlines. Under the base
is a blue horseshoe-shaped mark.
The jug has a bulbous body and a tall, slightly flaring neck with a moulding at the intersection. It stands on a base ring. On the front of the body are two carved roundels of crosshatched patterns, linked by chevrons, partly painted. The rest of the jug is decorated with a
fantastic design of flowers and leaves, including a bird. The handle is decorated with a chain
of dots and pointed leaves, with hatched lines at the sides. Above the moulding at the base
of the neck is a Turkish inscription, inverted. Painted in black, it is in four verses, divided by
single vertical strokes. On the moulding, under the handle is the date i 1 . S a.h. 1154
(a.d. 1741/2)
,

,

Inscription

jy-

AjJ

fJF*

fj*

f J"

88
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Translation

Dr. G. L. Lewis has difidently suggested the following 'translation':
The gift is necessary for the land of exile'
'

% moonlike, am the cause of the water of delight' (?)
His beloved is not ashamed; he will know for honour' (?)
I was determined ever on the separation of death'
'

'

He remarks that in the second line he reads the third word as mehver, though it could be
miihur skilful In the third line the last letter of the penultimate word could be a mm,
'

'

.

bilsem 'if I should know', or a he, bilse 'if he should know'. In the fourth line, the first word is
'

probably amd. The last word, if the line is to have eleven syllables, is mevte, with two squiggles
above it which might stand for 12 or 13 The writing suggests that the artist was unfamiliar
with the Arabic alphabet, and the spelling is very idiosyncratic.
'

'

'

'

.

o

Fig. 22. Jug, a.d. 1741/2. Gezirah Museum,
Cairo. Scale: J.

DEEP

BOWL

A D
.

.

1744

Armenian Convent, San Lazzaro, Venice.

Refs. Kurdian, loc. cit., Plate 1; Aslanapa, op. cit., p. 75, gives a reading of the ArmenoTurkish inscription closely similar to that below.
8-8 cm

.

high, 26-6 cm. diameter. Plate 23 a.

Painted in yellow, green, cobalt blue, purple, and red, with black outlines.
The bowl has a deep body, swelling at the base, and a wide rim. At the junction of the rim
and the body on the inside is an unglazed carved ring, for a pierced cover. The form, of metal
origin, is discussed in Appendix D.
Both sides of the rim, and the outside of the body, are painted with fantastic designs of leaves,
flowers and fishes. On the inside at the bottom of the bowl is a fish with an open mouth and
a single red eye, decorated with dotted scales and half enclosed by a fishing net. On the
inner rim is an Armenian/Turkish inscription written in black between concentric blue
rings. On the outer rim is a ring of arch-shaped motifs, also between blue rings.
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Inscription

opPfi

tu l/Ti -up b u'l'[' "(nu umqi [il [.j Li,f ij nj 1 tulitifib uitHrb ij l

'

t

*J« »J<

'

'

vin hayoc rclg senesante mayisan a ante erku sabti kun eazilmasStar pu leyen tavit
i ohannesan tar pu sallik ilay lollansan amen + + + +
'

ort

That is, in Modern Western Armenian and Turkish

t'vin hayoc' 1193 senesinde mayisin 8inde ergusapti giin yazilmi Ur bu legen; David
orti Ohannesin'dir. Bu saghg ile kullansm amen + + H-|,

'

In the Armenian year 1193 (a.d. i 744) on 8th May Monday, this basin was inscribed;
,

it belongs to Ohannes son of David. May he use it in good health. Amen'

Fig. 23. Deep bowl, a.d. 1744. Armenian Convent of San Lazzaro, Venice. Scale: -J.

TILE PANEL

A.D. 1750/1

Hisar Bey Mosque (the gallery), Kiitahya.
Ref. Aslanapa, op. cit., pp. 56-8, Plate 46.
Six rectangular tiles, 25-5 cm. wide, 23 cm. high. Plate 22 d.

The tiles are painted in blue-black with darker oudines on a greenish-white ground.
The tiles are inscribed in Turkish, in two panels. The panels have borders of chevrons with
three dotted circles in each triangle. At the comers are dotted scallops, with rosettes reserved
on a blue ground, and dotted, pointed leaves radiating from the corners.
,

Inscription

u»_,

_

piji

ji lis.

Lib Lju

jlu. H n i

Dedi ol asaf tamam itmamina tarihini

Yahya pasa etti hakku bu kadim ma'bed ihya
1164 sene
'

That vizier pronounced its date for its perfect completion.
Yahya Pasha in truth gave this old temple life.
a h 1164 (inc. 30 Dec. 1750)
'

.

817176

.

N
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?A.D. I760/1

JUG

The British Museum (not numbered).
Cut down: 12-5 cm. high, 15 cm. diameter. Plate 36 e,f.
The bulbous body of a jug; both top and base have been sawn off, and a handle of rectangular
section removed. Painted in cobalt blue, with touches of yellow, and an inscription in black.
The body is decorated with three carved medallions. Two have a leaf motif, the third a
painted Armenian inscription between three moulded lines; all have zig-zag borders. The
inscribed medallion has a trefoil at the top and bottom and on both sides; the other
medallions are pointed at the top and stand on triangular bases. Between the medallions
feathery leaves and flowers are painted in an asymmetrical design, with other motifs including a large tulip-like flower, and a pointed medallion with a tufted top and a central square.
The inscription overruns the space allotted to it.
Inscription
nu i; ism-w) t

Ki, si* orj,fflWi]
'

»
J') l
As e 5(i)n(a)c (?) i
l<M>I

.

piper {or piver) Yakobin T(e)r Yarut'[in]
Tt(vi)n rm2 {or fmc)
Given the illiterate nature of this inscription, the following translation is purely tentative:
This Ter Yarut'in {or of Ter Yarut'in son of James) has made for the pepper of
(?Saint) James
In the year 1210 (inc. 12 Sept. 1760) (or 1250, inc. 2 Sept. 1800)'
'

Fig. 24. Jug, a.d. 1760/1. The British Museum. Scale: |.

Other attempts have been made to decipher this dificult inscription. A label stuck under the
'

pot reads The gift (thus reading the last three letters but one in the first line as 9nc{ay)) of

the barber (thus reading the first word of the second line as an equivalent of Tk. berber) to the
priest Haroutin, 1801?, Kutahya?. A slip of paper inside the pot reads: 'aliws e ialacoy i
piver Yakobin Ter Yarut ean T uem fmc C est une brique petrie ou gachee de porphyre
par Jacques Derharoutian, en date 1250 NB Le porphyre et la terre minerale d'amphibole
on appelle vulgairement en armenienne biver.
'

'

"

'

'

"

.

'
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A D

FLASK

.

.

I763/4

Armenian Convent, San Lazzaro, Venice.

Ref. The flask appears in Plate I, Catalogue of the Hakki Bey Collection.
22*9 cm. high, 18 cm. diameter, 7-6 cm. wide at centre. Plate 38 c.
Painted in two shades of greyish-blue, with an Armenian inscription in bolorgir in dark brown,
with the Hidjra date in Arabic numbers. The flask has circular moulded panels on both
faces, on one of which is the inscription, in three cartouches. The base of the neck has been
drilled through twice. Four bridges at the sides are for a cord to carry the flask. A double
notched foot also allows the flask to stand upright. The decoration consists of delicately
drawn feathery leaves and flowers; the leaves are partly decorated with dots, and have stars
between them.

Inscription
ojpfi ttiflpt.
I I vv

hocay

oyri oghlow
1177
'

Hodja Oyri (? Ovri = Uri) oghlu, 1177 (a.h., inc. 12 July a.d. 1763)'

(The name Osri (see 1 Chron. 11: 20) is not listed by Acarean [Dictionary of Armenian
Personal Names] as having been borne by an Armenian).

A

1

v
.

f vv

5

S

Fig. 25. Pilgrim flask, a.d. 1763/4. Armenian Convent of
San Lazzaro, Venice. Scale: J.
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A D

BOWL

R

.

.

1764/5

H. Brocklebank collection, London. Previously in the Macgregor and Sassoon collections,
it was purchased from Spero in 1928.
12 cm. high, 22-7 cm. diameter. Plate 39.
The bowl is painted under a crackled glaze in opaque yellow, bright green, purple, dark red,
blue-black, blue-grey, with greyish-black outlines.
Crudely painted on the inside with the Twelve Disciples, each in an arched panel. The
.

spandrels are filled with loose sprays of flowers, and at the rim is a border of spots decorated
with lines and dots, and a short inscription in crude Armenian bolorgir, with the date in
Arabic characters. At the bottom of the bowl is a nine-pointed star, with additional sprays of
leaves and flowers, and a ring of chevrons. The outside of the bowl has a wide blue-grey
band at the rim; below it is painted with a net-like over-all pattern, with an undulating
contour, above sprays of flowers and leaves. On the base is a tassel-shaped mark; see
Plate 39 d, and vol. II, Appendix G.
Inscription
'

'

eowrtoghlow t oro[s?] t (vin?) h(?

'

or -icra) 1214
Yurd oghlu Thoro(s?) (Thoros son of Yurt) in the year (?) of the Armenians (?; or of
the Hidjra) 12145
{1214 Arm. inc. 11 Sept. 1764, a.h. 1214, inc. 5 June 1799)
,

oc

,

'

The date is written in a way that could be read 1 n t J 1614, which could then only refer to
the Christian era; but this is not likely, since the h- of the inscription would be without
explanation.

Fig. 26. Bowl, a.d. i 764/5. Collection of the late
Lt.-Col. R. H. Brocklebank, London. Scale: J.

FLASK

A.D. 1789

Armenian Convent, San Lazzaro, Venice.

Ref. Kurdian, loc. cit., Plate 1.
34-6 cm. high, 19 cm. diameter. Plate 38 a, b.

The wide neck of the flask is pierced by two holes, 1 cm. below the rim. At the bottom is a
narrow base ring. Painted in greyish-blue, with dark grey outlines, with a greenish-black
inscription. Decorated with an all-over pattern of flowers and small hooked leaves, divided by
horizontal bands. At the base of the neck is a pointed medallion, inscribed in Arm./Pers./
Turkish, in bolorgir.
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The flask is of unusual shape and decoration for a Kiitahya piece, and is possibly Persian;
it is included here by virtue of its inscription.
Inscription

poduij
IT -i

k'oyum-/ci

/ zate xocay / T omay / sene / 1204 / muharrem
'

Khodja T'omay (Thomas) son o{a. kuyumcu (goldsmith, jeweller), in the year 1204, (in

'

'

the month of) Muharrem (inc. 21 Sept., a.d. 1789)

Z

Fig. 27. Flask, a.d. 1789. Armenian Convent of
San Lazzaro, Venice. Scale: J.
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HANGING ORNAMENT

A.D. l800

Hakki-Bey collection; auctioned 1906, Lot 258; present whereabouts unknown.
Ref. R. Brocklebank, 'Anatolian Faience from Kutahiyeh', Burlington Magazine, Ix (1932),
p. 246. Measurements and decoration unknown; he gives the inscription as A souvenir
'

to Mary, 1800'.
tile

a.d. 1843

Musee Ceramique de Sevres, no. 3818-11.

Refs. F. Macler, 'L'Armenie au Musee ceramique de Sevres', Revue des Etudes Armeniennes, i,
pp. 433-7; A. Lane, Later Islamic Pottery, p. 65.
17-2 cm. high, 16-2 cm. wide. Plate 43 b.
The tile is painted in blue, with a greenish-black inscription, on a bluish-white ground.
It has a blue border, with ornaments at the comers, and four triangles on each side to left

and right. At the top is a cross. The Armenian inscription, in very crude bolorgir, is in six lines.
Inscription
'

fttifyofiUJj « li fylrqfrijriL. b
'

q mijiu l/ li
'

* i/uj y .

.

Jat*bni-lf *

'

1843
ays yi atak s(ur)b
yakobay ekelec un
owzuns A(stu)c(o)y m(a)h(tesi) stut (eamb)
lazanci mah(tesi) manuk
'

'

lazandi afak'el

yulis

23
1843

This (is) a memorial for the Church of St. James (to) myself Uzun falsely (called) a
pilgrim {mahtesi) of God, the qazanci (boilermaker) the pilgrim Manuk, qazanci Afak el.
July 23, 1843
'

The two figures to the right of the year 1843 are read by Macler, op. cit., p. 435, as 38,
which he is not able satisfactorily to explain. The second digit is identical with the 3 of 1843,
and written quite differently from the 8; the first digit looks like a 3, but differs from the
second sufficiently to allow one, given the general malformation in this crude inscription of
even the Armenian characters, to posit a 2.
B

HANGING

.

INSCRIBED

ORNAMENT

Above main altar. Cathedral of St. James, Jerusalem.
15-2 cm. high, 10-7 cm. diameter. Plate 40.
Painted in two shades of bright cobalt blue with an inscription in Armenian bolorgir in
greyish-black. Pierced at both ends, with a metal hook for suspension.
Decorated with four floral medallions in Chinese style, and four pairs of crosses. The inscription is irregularly written between the crosses and the medallions at one end.
,

,

,
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Inscription

(last two words unclear on photograph)
yas {sic, = ays) (y)isa(ta)k e k ot aheci mahteci Noratu[n]k i ort'i A(stua)catur. ex:
'

pangji k

'

ot

'

'

'

'

This is in memory (of) Astuacatur, son of" Noratu(n)k' (i.e. Noratunk "neophyte")

,

"

of Kiitahya, pilgrim, ak-bakt{r)ci (? tinsmith") (in) K'ot'(ahia) (Kiitahya)'

The same sponsor and scribe are responsible for the hanging ornament and the incense-

holder which follow. The ex.psngji of the present inscription must be the equivalent of the
expgri of that on the incense-holder (q.v.); both may be interpreted as forms of Tk. ak-bakirct
dealer in white copper', i.e. tinplate or zinc (cf. Pers. safid-ruh) i.e. 'tinsmith', with an
'

,

otiose -n- in and the -r- omitted from the former a final -i omitted from the latter form. One
,

would expect ax {akh) rather than ex [ekh) as the equivalent of Tk. dq (jT). The distortions
of this Turkish word, if this interpretation is correct
Armenian inscriber. See also C 24.

Fig. 28. Hanging ornament, above
main altar, St. James, Jerusalem.
Scale: \.

HANGING

,

would be due to the unlearned

Fig. 29. Hanging ornament,
above the altar of the Circum-

cision, in the Armenian part of
the Church of the Nativity,
Bethlehem. Scale: J.

ORNAMENT

Above the Altar of the Circumcision, Armenian part of the Church of the Nativity, Bethlehem.
14-4 cm. high, 10-7 cm. diameter. Plates 24 e,f, 41.
Painted in two shades of bright cobalt blue, with an inscription in Armenian bolorgir in black.
Pierced at both ends. The object is broken, held together by metal stays, which were removed

in order to photograph it; it was thus possible to ascertain that the object was made by
joining together two identical halves with slip, still visible on the inside. (Plate 24/.)
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Decorated with three floral medallions,

in Chinese style. Between them are three doublebarred long crosses, with trefoils between the bars, and serrated leaf ornament on either
side. The pierced holes are painted with radiating pointed leaves inside a ring of leaves.
,

Inscription
'

'

'

yas {for ays) (y)isatak e k ot aheaci {sic) mahteci {sic) noratunk i ort'i a(stua)catur
This is in memory of Astuacatur, son of Noratunk' of Kiitahya, pilgrim'
'

,

The same sponsor and scribe are responsible also for the hanging ornament previously
described, and the incense-holder that follows. See also C 24.

INCENSE-HOLDER

The treasury. Cathedral of St. James, Jerusalem.
11-8 cm. high, 8-5 cm. diameter. Plates 24. d left 42.
Painted in yellow, cobalt blue, green, with red dots and black outlines. The bottom is unglazed on the inside. The handle has been broken off.
,

The incense-holder has six lobes, each decorated on the outside with two vertical rows of

chevrons separated by a green stripe. Each chevron has a scalloped upper edge, and below
are red dots on black stalks. The chevrons are either blue green, or yellow. The rim is square
in section and decorrced on top with a pattern of leaves and red dots. Round the outside is an
,

Armenian inscription. The inside is undecorated.
Inscription
'

yas {for ays) (y)isa(tak)k e k otaheci mahteci noratunk i ort'i ma(h)teci a(stua)catur
expgrc[?i]
This is in memory of the pilgrim Astuacatur son of the pilgrim Noratunk', of
Kiitahya, ?ak-baktm ("tinsmith")'
'

'

,

The reading of the last word or words is doubtful; they must be connected with the last words
of the inscription on the hanging ornament (p. 95) (q.v.) viz. ex:pmgji k'ot', perhaps
ak-bak(ir)ci (in) K ot ahya), tinsmith in Kiitahya'. The same sponsor and scribe are
responsible for the two hanging ornaments previously described. See also C 24
,

'

'

.

TWO

FLASKS

The Patriarchal collection,

St. James, Jerusalem.

a 15-3 cm high, 9-7 cm. diameter. Plate 23 b

.

b

15 cm. high, 9 cm. diameter.
Both flasks are painted in yellow cobalt blue, sap green, and dark red
.

,

outlines, on a white ground with a faint greenish tinge

.

,

with fine black

The necks have been sawn off. The

base rings slope in towards the body.

Each flask is decorated with four pointed medallions Each medallion has a yellow serrated
border, a spray of red dots at the point and a pair of leaves at the base; at the centre is a
blue flower with green radiating leaves on a red ground Between the medallions are
.

,

.

arabesque sprays of flowers and leaves. Below is a ring of diagonal pointed leaves alternately
,
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blue, green or yellow, with red dots. The crudely painted inscriptions, in Armenian bolorgir,
are identical, and apparently by another hand than the painter.
Inscriptions

Yisatak e s(ur)b yakobin
mltec i grigorin
This is to commemorate at St. James
the pilgrim1 Grigor'
'

'

t > 4tjl 2f~V fh € {inscription a)

b

a

Fig. 30, Two flasks in the Patriarchal collection, St. James Jerusalem.
,

Scale'. J.
1 mtec'i pron msghdetzh eventually from Arabic mu atWcif
or maqdist one of the Holy City of Jerusalem (al-Quds) ;
this form, with f pron. gh from Ar. q, is nearer the original
than the more usual form mahtesi though the final -ec'i is

probably due to confusion with the gentile suffix -eja-c*i.
Other forms of the word occurring in the present inscrip-

.

'

'

tions are Tnahtsi

,

,

817178

O

mahteci.
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TILE

Archaeological Museum, The American University of Beirut.
Fragment, 21 cm. wide, 14-5 cm. high. Plate 43 c.
Painted in black on a white ground with an inscription of rhymed verse in Armenian

erkathagir, the beginning of which is now missing, in four lines separated by horizontal lines.
Inscription
'

v v,
.

\, nr »ir/u.)-b'ij:b

'
...

g>»i ijivju "iijr iir h
.

.

*

nil' ihi« ii aijiH-.h

inj anc'eal amaw
ayn or kant elaw
<?xala) lik loys psakaw
'

ar soyn c'luaw
to me
....

..

.

with the past year

that which by a candelabrum

<?peace)fully light with a crown
to this same (year?) did not hear

.

TILE

Archaeological Museum, The American University of Beirut.
Fragment, 15 by 14.5 cm. Plate 43 d.
The tile is decorated with a reticulated panel with an elaborate baroque frame, Jerusalem
type 13. At the centre is a circular medallion consisting of a cross with four Armenian letters
between its arms:

'l

II

'I
,

r

.

At the corners of the tile are angels heads, with six wings.
Inscription
The four letters stand for:

II/"/ "7/'/'

u/' l] uipr .tuu lrtn mufut uutpni PIrtub

Adopted son of the Virgin, Teacher of Penance
and used thus with a cross form the monogram of the Mechitarists. It follows that this tile
was made for an Armenian Catholic patron, possibly by an Armenian Catholic potter. See
Ak'ean, I., Kat'oiike hayen Kutinayi [The Catholic Armenians of Kiitahya], Vienna, i960.
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TILE

Benachi Museum, Athens.

Fragment of tile. Plate 43 a.

Painted in dark cobalt blue with a typical Kiitahya pattern, Jerusalem type 2 a. It bears an
illiterate inscription in crude Armenian notrgir.
Inscription

ohanesin (y)isat/{t}ak e tikn i z |
ac olowle
'

This bottle is in memory of John from (?) Astuac(atur??) oghlu'

(The z before a{stua)c may have been included to give a classical flavour. The above
translation is purely tentative.)

HANGING

ORNAMENT

Gulbenkian Library, St. James Jerusalem.
10 cm. wide, 9 cm. high. Plate 24 .
Painted in yellow green, cobalt blue, pale purple, with black outlines. Pierced at both ends.
Painted with the Virgin and Child flanked by six-winged angels' heads. The Virgin's skirt
flares out to a crescent-shaped base, with a serrated lower edge and trefoil ends. There are
crosses above both the Virgin s and Christ s heads, and above is another smaller angel s
head. The inscription in Armenian bolorgir is written between blue rings, below. More angel's
heads crosses, and leaves decorate the ends of the hanging ornament.
,

,

,

'

'

'

,

1

Fig. 31. Hanging ornament,
in the Gulbenkian Library
of the Armenian Convent,

Jerusalem. Scale: j.
Inscription

(y)isatak e k'otaheac'i aprahami {i} ays {e} t'ops s(ur)b a(stua)cacin e
'

In memory of Abraham of Kiitahya is this sphere (Tk. top). (This picture) is the Holy

Mother of God'

ioo
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TILE

British Museum, London, no. 1932, 6-15, 2.

19 cm. wide, 26 cm. high. Plate 44 A.
Painted in pale yellow, red, cobalt blue, turquoise, purple, with brownish-black outlines.
The tile depicts four Armenian Saints (left to right) St. Sahak the Parthian, St. Mesrop Var-

dapet, St. Nerses Snorhali, and St. Grigor of Narek. They are seated round a table covered
with a cloth, at which a grotesque angel busily writes away on a scroll with a plumed pen.
St. Sahak and St. Mesrop wear pointed mitres. St. Sahak holds a book, and his enchirium
{konk'er) in his right hand. St. Mesrop gestures upwards with his left hand. Behind them, an

angel holds a spiral-headed crozier. St. Nerses and St. Grigor are shown with haloes; they
hold plumed pens, and behind them is a T-shaped vardapefs staff. Above the group is an
open book held by two angels, surrounded by clouds, with a bird above. On three sides the
tile is painted with a crude border of flowers and interlacing stems. At the bottom is an
inscription of five lines of Armenian notrgir, comprising the names of the four personages
depicted, and rhymed quatrain verses, each of 16 syllables, with a caesura after the 8th.
Inscription

I *Jt in lull £ t£[inij fiutpifJutb jb-npif tatln p
'

t

'

|| ! y hpu u Jtuifi
Wii iiti
i

.

3.

tujiji ujpuMiIhuA

lll{ UjUtpPlrt- JtUJU*t[ lit!, II j!, lull || '/f</ /')iy

'

tijiiij

uii iiu iuih

ipjit np

tjniLfiu i paib imliliitiXnj 1

S(ur)b Isahak part'evi
S(ur)b Nerses snorhali

UiUUtjl

I J
I IIIj \ llljl tillll!
t

nlruinp iiiliijni ml iuli
putijtupuib

2. S(ur)b Mesrop Va(r)d(a)p(et)
4. S(ur)b Grigor narekac'i

A(stua)casunc' groc' t'argman Icord amolk' hark' aramean
Sahak part'ew gitak teslean Mesrop hastic' groc' haykean
Isk S(ur)b Nerses k'aj c'ap'aban Grigor hretor anzugakan
Sok' a hayoc' lezuis dran oskiajoyl 6'ork' bac'aran
1

3

.

.

St. Sahak the Parthian

2. St. Mesrop Vardapct

St. Nerses Snorhali

4. St. Grigor of Narek

'

The Aramian (= Armenian) fathers, colleagues united in the translation of the Holy
Scriptures:
Sahak the Parthian who perceived a vision, Mesrop the establisher of the Armenian
alphabet,
And Nerses, excellent poet, Grigor, incomparable rhetor.
These four opened the golden gate of the Armenian language'.

TILE

FRIEZE

Ali Pasha mosque, in Kiitahya. Plate 44 a.
Tile frieze above the mihrab, inscribed in Arabic z . . .

//JUij i jU JJJl Jl>
(juj ) -.JWI -Oil i>V (-jIjjcJI J Jv"

yt> j S5iLJI Aj jUi {<U)I)
"

_
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Blessed and all-high God said:

(God) "And the Angels called him (Zakariya), as he stood praying in the mihrdb".
God Almighty spoke truly. (Muhammad)'
Dr. D. Richards, who kindly translated this inscription, notes that the main part is
a quotation from the Koran, Sura 3, verse 39.
HANGING

ORNAMENT

Hakki Bey collection; auctioned 1906, Lot 257; present whereabouts unknown.

Ref. R. Brocklebank, loc. cit., who gives the inscription as 'Souvenir for the Church of the
Mother of God at Kutahya by the pilgrim Panas' (? P'anos).

APPENDIX A
FOUR MEISSEN CUPS WITH ARMENIAN INSCRIPTIONS

A.D. I 794/5

The Patriarchal collection, St. James, Jerusalem.
5'2

cm

.

high, 9 cm. diameter. Plate 45.

The four cups are of identical shape, painted in underglaze blue, with red, pink and purple enamels
added, and unfired gold decoration. The Armenian inscriptions and other embellishments are added
in gold. The cups are marked underneath with a Meissen crossed-sword mark in underglaze blue, and
on the inside of the base ring.

The floral medallion, of Chinese inspiration, has already been noted elsewhere as a common motif on

early eighteenth-century Ktltahya pottery; see II, p. 17. Whether the supplementary gold decoration
and inscriptions were applied at Meissen, or afterwards in Turkey, is debatable. The writer saw two
more cups of a similar nature, also with Armenian inscriptions, for sale in a shop in Istanbul in 1966.
The specific nature of the texts on the Jerusalem cups suggests that it is more probable that the
inscriptions were added in Constantinople.

12.

Fig. 32. One of four Meissen
cups with Armenian inscriptions, in the Patriarchal col-

lection, St. James, Jerusalem.
Scale: \.
Inscriptions
a

.

[inside)

V iJJ-W;Un» Hfinill "ll'SH'blVfM'
i vaeelumn t'oros patireak'i (sic)
For the use of the patriarch T'oros'
'

b

.

(inside)

1-1

1

I

r-1

ancay ew vaelowmn der&man ha£i avetis alayin
'

A gift (to) and (for the) use of the dragoman Hadji Avetis Agha'

(outside)

'

c(a)f(a)y mat eoses

'

ohancscs t vin rmxd

From (his) servant(s), from me Mat'cos (and?), from me Ohanes in the year 1244 (inch 4 Sept.

'

a.d.

1794)'
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{inside)

'

ancay ew vaelowm arhiepiskopos t(ea)fn t eotoros hayr s(r)bin [sic]
A gift (to) and for the use of Archbishop Lord T'eotoros holy father'
'

,

[outside)
Same as b, outside.
d

.

Inside and outside inscriptions identical with those of c.

APPENDIX
GERAN GOSPELS*

'

GOLD CASE OF THE

B

OF A.D. 1272

A.D. I726/7

Jerusalem MS. no. 2563; the Treasury, St. James. Plate 46.
The inscription is engraved on the flap of the case, in Armenian majuscules [erkathagir), against a
background of diagonal hatching.

ikmht- iTr(b)S(r.)i'(r.)'i,u . i' fMwrmsa'j'i 'MWi nM' bb ;5(ii)ii;i,(r,ri, bi«

OMTO-iEir iijr,)i"i'(r.)<,i(b)s(r.)r> . bh v i/nnjr.Mi 'i-diMur.) . bh 11 \r\i\\)~

f

iMiTirKi-bi' {\r} fRirwMi im«B«i<Kif) SfiwiD'i i'jl w* nr>nsm|HMJ i«
wWv. (5i;(niHjr/0b(in>) i> ikiimm-'i. iWMuF- . h uu\yi, . (P XA .
The second m of the third line is otiose, by homoeoarchy, echoing ew m-iabanic'; the superscribed tildelike mark is intended as a sign of erasure.
-1

1-1

1

1

1

kazmec'(a)w ew oski//ap(a)t z(a)rd(a)r(e)c'(a)w ark'(a)y(a)k(a)n s(owr)b aw(e)t(a)r(a)ns i
'

'

y(i)§(a)t(a)k gr{i)g(o)r ew y(o)vn(a)n ew abr(a)ham v(a)rd(a)p(e)t(a)c< ew cn(o)l(a)c n(o)c (a)
1-1
'

ew//mi(a)b(a)nic

.

1-1

ew {m} ol(o)r//'owt'i(wn) tow(o)l(a)c' ew a5xatol(a)c' i sma ye(rowsal)e(mi)

i s(owr)bn yakob i t'vin rChz. y(i)s(e)c'(e)k' i k'(risto)s amen
This royal (and) holy gospel was bound and encased-in-gold in memory of the vardapets Grigor
and Yovnan and Abraham and their parents and (fellow)-monks; and (Lord have) mercy upon
the donors and workers in this (city) in Jerusalem in St. James in the year 1176 (inc. 21 Sept. a.d.
1726). Remember (them) in Christ. Amen
'

'

APPENDIX

ENGLISH AND

C

TRANSLITERATED VERSIONS

ARMENIAN

OF

PLAGE-NAMES

Jerusalem: St. James

Altar of St. George (1. of main door)
Altar of St. Nicholas (r. of main door)
Cathedral of the two St. James
Chapel of St. James
Chapel of St. Makar
Chapel of St. Minas

Surb
Surb
Surb
Surb
Surb

Geworgay Selan
Nikolayosi Selan
Yakobeanc' Mayr Ekelec'i
Yakobay Matur (Glxadir)
Makaray Matur

- Altar of St Minas

Surb Minasi Selan

- Altar of St

Surb Sargsi Selan
Surb Stcp'anosi Ekelec'i (Awandatun)

Surb Minasi Matur

.

Sargis
Church of St. Stephen (Sacristy)
- Altar of St Cyril of Jerusalem
- Altar of St Stephen
- Altar of St Gregory the Illuminator
St. James, main Altar
- Altar of St John Baptist (to N.)
- Altar of Virgin Mary (to S )
.

Surb Kiwrel Erusalemac'woy Selan
Surb Step'anosi Selan

.

.

Surb LusaworC'i Selan

.

Surb Yakobay Awag Selan
Surb Karapeti Selan

.

Surb Astuacacni Selan

.

Surb Petrosi Matut

Chapel of St. Peter (above, to S.)
Chapel of St. Paul (above, to N.)
Etchmiadzin Chapel

Surb Polosi Matur

Surb Ejmiacni Ekelec'i
Sinayi Selan

- Altar of Sinai

Surb Afak'eloc' Matur

Chapel of the Apostles (above St. Minas)
Chapel of the Holy Cross
Chapel of the Ascension (on roof)

Surb Nsani Matur

Surb Hambardzman Matui'

St. Theodore
Church of St. Theodore

Surb T'ofosi Ekelec'i

- Chapel of St John the Baptist (Sacristy)
- Chapel of St Mercurius (behind main altar)
- Altar of St Thaddaeus and St. Sanduxt (in porch)

Surb Karapeti Matur

.

.

.

- Chapel of the Holy Spirit (on roof)

Surb Merkeriosi Matur

Surb T'adeosi ew Surb Sandxtoy Selan
Surb Hogwoy Matur

Church of the Holy Archangel

Church of the Holy Archangel
- Altar of the Torturing

Surb Hrestakapeti Ekelec'i

- Chapel of the First Prison of Christ

Arajin Bant K'ristosi
Surb Hrestakapeti Selan
Surb Yovhannes Karapeti Selan

C arC'aranac' Selan
'

- Main altar of the Holy Archangel

John the Baptist (to N.)
- Altar of Virgin Mary (to S )
Chapel of St. Hrip'sime
- Altar of St

.

Surb Astuacacni Selan

.

Surb Hrip'simei Matur

Church of the Holy Saviour

Church of the Monastery of the Holy Saviour

Surb P'rkc'i Vanic' Ekelec'i

- Altar of the Denial of Peter

Surb Petrosi Urac'man Selan

- Altar of the Holy Archangel
- Main altar (of the Stone)
- Chapel of the Second Prison of Christ

Surb Hrestakapeti Selan
Awag Selan (Kap'aric' Vemn)

817176

Erkrord Bant K'ristosi Matur
P
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The Refectory

Seianatun

The Wine Cellar

Ginetun

Administrative Ofices

Tntestun

Bethlehem

Church of the Nativity
- Altar of the Virgin Mary

K'ristosi Surb Cnndean Ekelec'i
Surb Astuacacni Selan

- Altar of the Kings (Magi)

Eric' Moguc' Selan

APPENDIX D
Colophon of Jerusalem MS. no. 154, copied by
Elia Vardapet, son of Yovsep' of Caesaria, in
a d 1737.
.

.

Mud Norayr Polarean, Mayr C'uc'ak Jeragrcw'
Srboc* rakobeano', vol. i, 2nd ed., Jerusalem, 1966,
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places. I also completely plastered and tiled the
church of the Holy Archangel of the holy monastery outside; replastered the monastery of the Holy
Saviour, the church of the Holy Mother of God in
Monastery. In our section of the church
the
of the Nativity I plastered with my unworthy and

humble hands the upper (?part) of the church of

When in the year 1176 (a.d. 1726/7) the

the Holy Mother of God, and inside the church

order came to plaster the heavenly chapel of St.
James, I myself, by the power of Almighty God,
worked from the very first day until the completion of the work, on the redecoration of St. James'
and the Etchmiadzin Chapel and the church of
St. Stephen. I worked on the chapel of the Head
of St. James (the sacristy), the chapel of Makar,
and the Church of St. Sargis, which is the strongroom and treasure-house of the holy patriarchate,
plastering and tiling their walls. Now since in the
days of the holy patriarchs who in accordance
with their constructive nature never neglected our

of the Holy Trinity, and the refectory, reconstructing the large hall; and again in the city
I rebuilt the courtyard of Mel (i) ton Agha, the
dwelling house of T'erzi Vardanenc', the house
of Kha£ er Ghalfa, the house of the painter
Yakob, in all forty houses; in some with the same
companions and in others with special labourers
I plastered to the glory of God and for the reconstruction of this holy see. But let not what I have
written (seem to) be pride or vainglory; (I wrote
it) that my work and building activity should be
known to our holy superiors (bishops) who repaid

share (of the city), reconstructing these places and
repairing those things built by our forefathers (this
work went on), I (in my turn) venture to say that

completely the mountainous debts of this holy
house which other overseers had unworthily accumulated, and produced gold and silver orna-

there was not a span of space left untouched by the
hands and fingers of the builders and plasterers,
were it inside the holy patriarchate or the monasteries outside, or in the Waqf property {vaxf

ments, and gold-spun brocades, precious stones
and priceless pearls, all of which it is impossible
to list, and thereafter enclosed twelve courtyards
within the monastery from outside from the

...

'

ers) newly purchased, and since, as we have
said, our forefathers rebuilt, so we, in all things
obedient to their wishes, worked as much as it
lay in our power, not sorrowfully, but with love,
joy and a willing heart, that perhaps the Lord
might receive it to His glory, and might visit my
sin-stained soul, and those of my parents and my
whole family, alive or dead, amen.
And apart from these (above-mentioned places),
I also tiled and plastered the chapel of the Holy
Cross, the church of the Twelve Apostles and the
church of the Holy Spirit, and worked hard on
the construction of the church of St. Theodore
(T'oros), replastering the refectory [setanatun]
inside and out, painting red and tiling the administrative offices [tntesturi), the entire wine-store; and
along with the sacred buildings above-mentioned,
I replastered 260 rooms, not to mention other
oficial and private, noteworthy and insignificant
miwlk

'

quarters of the town, and with a strong wall
fortified that which previously having no wall was
not free from the depredations of thieves, who
stole the property of the pilgrims and the external
furnishings of the church. Wherefore on account of
the benefits of the holy bishops benevolence, we
also occupied ourselves with such spiritual works
and never ceased from our tasks, and (if we now)
cease, we are above all prepared for yet more
'

work, that the Lord Jesus may grant many days in
stability to the holy aged patriarch of the holy see
ofJerusalem, the Lord Grigor, our father (who is)
in name vigilant [cf. Gk. ypTfyopeai] and in works
spritely in the body of angels, and keep him firm
on the holy throne and with (lit. on) his staff
of authority burgeoning and blossoming with
spiritual progeny, amen.
(Translated by C. J. F. Dowsett)
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Mik'ayel

C'amc'eanc',

Paimut'iwn

Hayoc',

vol. iii, ch. 46, pp. 768 ff. (a precis, often
couched in identical terms, of Hanne Vartapet s
more rhetorical and impassioned account; cf.
M Nsanean, Patmut'iwn Emsaiemi, pp. 691-3,
711-14, etc.).
'

.

Alek'sandr Juiayec'i died on November 22,

E

money at interest from the Moslems, giving them
a certificate upon which the seal of St. James was
set; and these debts increased day by day, and the
interest mounted up. Fifthly, since these administrators (locum tenens) were appointed annually,
certain people sold the office of locum tenens in
Constantinople; and when the pilgrims wished to
visit Jerusalem, they took their charitable gifts in

1714, having been catholicos for 8 years, and after

Constantinople, and gave the pilgrims a paper to

six months Ter Astuacatur from Ahmatan, that is

show in Jerusalem that they might not be asked
to pay anything there; but when they arrived in
Jerusalem, the local agents who had not yet
relinquished their office, exacted by force from
them whatever they wished, so that gifts were made
in two places; and on this account the number of
pilgrims diminished. Sixthly, when new administrators arrived in Jerusalem, there was every
month trouble and dispute in the monasteries
there on account of the dispersal by the previous
administrators of the monastery of the belongings
of the monastery and on account of the accumulated debts. Seventhly, when the time came to
pay the debts, the Moslem creditors, after exerting
pressure on the administrators, then came and
entered the monastery with the bailiffs of the
court and soldiers, and sat there; and they daily
damaged and spoiled many places, demanding

Hamadan, succeeded in his place on May 7, 1715.
He decorated the church of Etchmiadzin on the

inside with shining pure white plaster and divers
images and golden ornaments; and bringing from
distant places precious marble stones, he decorated
in a fitting and beautiful fashion the place of the
descent of the only-begotten (Son of God); he
also made other renovations and redecorations. In

his first year the see of Jerusalem was in dire
straits; and to what extent is described by Yovhannes Vardapet, called Hanne or Henne, a monk
of St. James, in the book he has written concerning places in Jerusalem, from which we shall
quote here in brief, adding to this account
things which we have heard from reliable eyewitnesses.

After Awetik' Vardapet had assumed for the
second time the patriarchate of Jerusalem from
the hands of Minas Vardapet Hamdec'i, there
was no patriarch there, but he who was patriarch
of Constantinople administered Jerusalem also,
and sent there annually representatives from the
laymen and clergy, who with the title of Papa and
Vekil had charge of the places there, and practised many untoward things, concerning which
the same Yovhannes Hanne, an eyewitness,
writes at great length, and in distress (pp. 122-7).
First, they greatly tormented the monks of St.
James, and forced them to do their wishes; they
put the old ones in prison and beat and fettered
the young ones; they cut down the monks' food
and gave them worthless things to eat, and that
meanly and insultingly; and if any of the monks
reproached them, they tormented him all the
more. Secondly, they sold and consumed the goods
and chattels of the monastery and anything useful, even brass objects; they sold chalices, gospels,
incense burners, candle-sticks, sistra, caskets, and

many other priceless things. Thirdly, they pledged
the property of the monastery (that is, the Miilk)
and sold it in secret. Fourthly, they borrowed

(payment of) their debts. Sometimes they shut up
the church and refused to allow the services to take

place. Sometimes, even, whilst the priest was celebrating Mass, they entered and dared to snatch the
chalice from the hands of the celebrant. And there

were many other various disorders, which offended
many of the monks, who left and went elsewhere;
whereby the monastery of St. James became almost a ploughed field [lit. land of fruit-watchers
LXX oTrojfxxjivMKiov]. All this was known by the
Armenians who lived in Constantinople, but they
could do nothing; for though they on occasions
sent men there to remedy the situation, this
proved impossible.
At this time, in the year 1713, there came to
Constantinople a certain Yovhannes Vardapet,
of Bitlis (BaleJ), a monk of the monastery of
St. John the Baptist which is in Taron, in order to
'

'

collect alms for the needs of the monastery, whose

abbot was Grigor Vardapet Sirwanc i
'

,

or Sirak-

i; and both Grigor and Yovhannes had been
pupils of Vardan Vardapet, the monk of the
monastery of Amrdolu, which is in Bale§ (Bitlis);
wherefore both were called Batisec i (of Bitlis).
vanc

'

'
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And because this same Yovhannes Vardapet was
of good moral behaviour, and intelligent, and
eloquent in preaching, the patriarch of Constantinople, Sahal Vardapet Apuc exc'i, noticed
him and gave him a friendly welcome. And the
notables among the Armenians, seeing that he was
a virtuous man, firm in speech and courageous in
deeds, and capable in all things, decided among
themselves to send him to Jerusalem to preach
to the see of St. James, and to find ways of freeing
it from its debts; then with one accord they
elected him telakal (locum tcnens) of Jerusalem,
and the representative of the patriarch; and they
sent him thither; they also sent with him Israyel
Vardapet, who was called Polos (Paul) as his
coadjutor.
When Yovhannes Vardapet came to Jerusalem
and saw the deplorable state of the monastery and
churches, he strove with all his might to free it
'

109

his guarantee; and they took from him a document
stipulating that they would give him four years,
and that he would year by year and little by little
repay all the debts.
And they took him together with the monks
to the governor {bdeaSx), that is, the pasha, that
the agreement should be ratified at his command;
and they showed him Yovhannes document; and
the pasha agreed to it, praised Yovhannes Vardapet and gave him presents, and dressed him in a
'

robe of honour. Yovhannes came to the monastery
and had consultations with the monks; and with

their agreement he first of all found the general
seal of the monastery, and destroyed it; for all the
administrators, who incurred debts, used to seal
the documents with the same seal; and the seal

was called ortaghi mohiir; and there was written on
it the name of the monastery of St. James.

Having acted thus and put in order the affairs
of the monastery, Yovhannes Vardapet returned
year, he saved the little monastery, which had to Constantinople in 1715, and going to the
been given as a pledge, from being sold; and he Armenian notables, he acquainted them with
retrieved from the hands of the creditors the silver
everything, including the guarantee; and they
lamps of the Holy Tomb, and also the garden in approved it, and praised him, and tried to find
the monastery of the Holy Archangel; on account means of bringing matters to a head. And
of which he suffered many humiliations and Yovhannes Vardapet explained (the state of
calumnies from those creditors who were in
affairs to them) and said that the repayment of
league with those who had plundered (the the debts would benefit the see (of Jerusalem)
nothing, unless a patriarch was appointed especimonastery).
While he was involved in these matters, Sahak
ally for the see who might look after it with
Vardapet was deposed from the patriarchate (of paternal care.
Approving of this, the Armenian notables one
Constantinople) and Yovhannes Vardapet Gandzakec'i about whom we have written in Ch. 44, day assembled and in his presence said that if he
sat in his place. And he sent four men to Jerusalem wished that things should be done properly, he
who had previously caused much damage to the should first become patriarch of Constantinople,
monastery of St. James, and whatever remained and should then appoint whomsoever he liked
in the house, they plundered and dispersed, and patriarch of Jerusalem, but he refused, saying that
trampled underfoot the many great labours of this could not be; for if after one year they should
Yovhannes Balisec'i.
depose him from the patriarchate, as they had
When the creditors saw there was still no hope done to many, how should he be able to pay the
of collecting their debts, as everything had been debts of Jerusalem, and fulfil his guarantee? They
exhausted, they brought from Constantinople a answered that they would not allow that to
royal decree to the effect that all the lands and happen, and that they were prepared not only
dwellings and monasteries of St. James should be to protect him, but to clear away all obstacles
sold, and their debts paid. Hearing this, the four and to contrive every means to ensure that he
men decided first to sell the monastery of the Holy was released from his guarantee. Yovhannes
Saviour, and then the others. Hearing news of Gandzakec'i agreed to this, and promised to
this, the few monks who remained there penetrated renounce the patriarchate of his own free will.
into the houses of the creditors clerical and secular,
And when Yovhannes Balisec'i accepted their
and with many supplications and bitter tears request, they made him patriarch immediately,
besought them to be patient for another year, he not yet being a bishop; as a nickname he
and seeing their tears, they had pity on them, but was also called Kolot ( Midget'); and this took
demanded guarantors. They turned to Yovhannes place on Friday, September 16, 1715. And the
Vardapet, and begged him to stand as guarantor, next day Yovhannes celebrated Mass and conand brought him to the court. Seeing Yovhannes secrated before the altar Grigor Vardapet, the
Vardapet, they came to an agreement and accepted abbot of the church of St. John the Baptist, as
from its difRculties. And first of all, in the same

'
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no

of God was also burned. Seeing this, the two
Vardapets almost despaired of being able to do
The Catholicos (Astuacatur), being very pleased anything; for they did not know what to put
with this (proposal to elect Grigor as patriarch of their hand to (first), the debts of Jerusalem or
Jerusalem), wrote to Grigor Vardapet and with a the rebuilding of the church; for untold expenses
compulsory decree forced him to accept the office were necessary to procure a decree from the court
for the good of the nation. And he came to Con- in order to build it, and untold expenses to buy
stantinople unwillingly in August 1717, on the the material, and finish the construction. But they
feast of the Assumption of the Virgin; and he was placed their hope in the protection of the Holy
accepted in friendship and love by the people, Virgin, made great efforts and received the decree,
who wrote a letter immediately to the monks of and built it, working in person among the workmen
St. James, and informed them of the events; among the earth and dust.
While they were occupied in this work, the
and they appointed as locum tenens {teiakal) of
the house of Jerusalem the above-mentioned Latins and Greeks received a firman from the court
Yovhannes Vardapet Erusalemac'i, who is called to repair and rebuild their parts of the church
Hanne, until Grigor Vardapet should arrive. And of the Holy Resurrection (the Holy Sepulchre)
Grigor Vardapet himself remained for a time in in Jerusalem. Hearing this, the two vardapets at
Constantinople, that together with Yovhannes great trouble and expense procured a firman
Balisec'i he might attend to the greatly accumu- from the court to rebuild also the Armenian
lated debts of the patriarchate which had reached part; and they wrote immediately to Hanne
the sum of 800 purses of gold [p. 733]. And he Vardapet to begin the building; and this took
devoted so much energy to this that he astonished place in 1720. And although he had nothing,
the Moslems. He then put around his neck a heavy because he was frightened when he considered
iron chain and locked it, and swore to God never
the enormity of the debts, he set to and built
patriarch of Jerusalem; and he had the same done
in the other churches....

to remove the chain until he had mercy on the

and finished it, and how, we see in his book

troubles of the patriarchate; and on feast days,
standing in the chapel of the Holy Mother of God
wearing his chain, he tearfully appealed to the
people who entered the church, saying to them on

[pp. 188-92].
The two patriarchs, by their great efforts
collecting much money, paid part of the debts,
and then bought much property in Jaffa so that

behalf of the see of Jerusalem: 'Have mercy, have
mercy on me, you believers in Christ; for my

the income from it might serve not only to pay
off the remaining debts, but also the needs of the
monastery of St. James. After this, Grigor Varda-

house is in bond, and my children are taken from
me, and I have entered captivity and sit in bitter
mourning; have mercy on me; take away and
resolve the weight of my debts which are heaped
upon me; I was the throne of the Apostle James,
and now I am a throne of debts; and there is
'

none to help me.
Working thus, he moved all the people to mercy,

and collected much in aid of the patriarchate.
And the chain remained around his neck eight
years, and on this account he was called the
Chainbearer', by the Moslems, Qngirli Vardapet;
and after eight years when Karapet was catho'

licos,

about whom we shall write below,

the

catholicos himself, and the patriarch Yovhannes
Kolot had the chain removed, or rather they
removed it (themselves) from his neck.
And at that time while Grigor Vardapet the
Chainbearer was in Constantinople and together
with Yovhannes Kolot strove for the alleviation of

the debts ofJerusalem, there was a great fire in the
town, beginning from Yunghapan up to (Jinar
tipi; and it lasted 34. hours; according to the
account some 50,000 houses were burned, and
15,000 people; the church of the Holy Mother

pet left Constantinople and travelled to Jerusalem;
and arriving first in Beria (Beroea), that is
Aleppo, he bought much property there on behalf
ofJerusalem; and he repaired there the hostel for
Armenian pilgrims, and built additional rooms.
And leaving Beria, he came to Jerusalem in the
year of our Lord 1721, February 12th, with many
pilgrims, and entered the city in great glory; for
even the Moslems, who had heard about him,

wanted to see him. Sitting on the patriarchal
throne of Jerusalem, he in turn paid all the debts,
and redeemed all the pledges; and he decorated
the monastery and the churches, and embellished
them with all manner of ornaments and in great
glory; and he repaired other churches and
monasteries of the Armenians. He erected the wall

of the monastery, and built from the foundation

the rooms for the pilgrims, and in the middle of
St. James built the altar of the Holy Cross; and
he enlarged the sacristy, in which was the altar of
the Holy Illuminator. He also built in Bethlehem
the monastery of the Nativity, and assembled
many monks there. And in the Armenian year

1174 (a.d. 1724/5) he built the convent in Jaffa,
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and in it the church of St. Nicholas. He repaired
also the monastery of the Holy Archangel and
erected in the church an altar to St. Hrip'sime.
And after two years he procured a firman from
the court by the agency of the patriarch
,

in

Yovhannes and repaired the church of St. James
in wondrous splendour; he also built many other
things about which you can read in Hanne
Vardapet. And all this he did with great success
(Translated by G. J. F. Dowsett)
,

,

.

APPENDIX
A short biography of Abraham Kretac'i is given
by Bishop M. Alawnuni, Miabank' ew ajic'eluk'
Hay Erusaiemi (Monks and Visitors in Armenian
Jerusalem), Jerusalem, 1929, pp. 3-4:
Pupil of the theologian Yovsep' Vardapet

F

Prokhoron and he left it incomplete and went
wilfully olf to Jerusalem, while I remained amid
(great) vexations and could barely bring it to
completion on account of my many occupations.
Now it is finished by my hand, by me Abraham of
Crete, philologist, in the fourth year of my ofice

(Tasean, Catalogue of the Vienna MSS., p. 1039,1 his

as afajnord in the province of Thrace in the town

kondakion of 1733); nuncio of Jerusalem, 17111717; visits St. James on pilgrimage 1719-21, and
writes about this in his autograph colophon in
(Jerusalem St. James) MS. no. 23, Lives of the
Fathers;2 'first went to Jerusalem in the year 1168
(a.d. 1719) remaining there two years at (the
church of the Holy) Resurrection (the Holy
Sepulchre), and in all the holy places of Christ's
ministry in the tenth year of my arajnord-ship of
Thrace . . . and in the Armenian year 1183 (a.d.
1734) on April 23rd I left Thrace to go to Holy
Etchmiadzin....' [History of events, p. 2). Arajnord
of Thrace; during his office as afajnord he copied
a work by John Chrysostom; from his autograph
memorial one learns of his origin and (finds) a
description of Prokhoron vardapet, monk of
Jerusalem: 'this pearl of a book by John Chrysostorn was finished in the year of our Japhetic race
1164 (a.d. 1715) in the month of December, on
the tenth day; its copying was begun by the monk

of T'ek'irtal . . . Now I beg (you) to remember
in the Lord . . . my parents, my father the halfa
Arzuman T osunenc of Kayseri' (Zarbhanalean,
History ofArmenian Literature, Venice, igo , p. 142).
Catholicos of All Armenians, 1734-7, he issued a
kondakion {Sion, 1877, pp. 49-53, 73-77), from
which one learns that his pupil Archbishop
Yovhannes was appointed in his place as arajnord
in 1734. The Catholicos Abraham wrote a work
entitled The history of events, his own and those of
Nadir Shah of Persia, 2nd ed., Etchmiadzin 1870;
Brosset translated the same into French [Collection
des historiens armeniens, 1.11, pp. 257-337). Kretac i
copied also in St. James in 1722 a Mashtotz in
notrgir, with sermons by Bishop Arak el of Siwnik'
and the vardapets Matt'eos and Tiratur . . .
(Kareneanc', Y., Catalogue of MSS. at Etchmiadzin,
Tiflis 1863, no. 956, p. 138).
'

'

'

'

(Translated by C. J. F. Dowsett)
'

1 Actually p. 1031 (MS. no. 563) of Y. TaSean
(J. Dashian), C'ue'ak hayeren jeragrac' Matenadaranin
Mxit'areanc' i Vienna, Wien, 1895.
2 This is reproduced by N. Po arean, Mqyr C ue ak

(arajnordut iwn) of the capital of Constantinople of the
Lord Yovhannes, erudite vardapet, I, most vile of
vardapets, the fraudulent Abraham Kretac'i, came on a
pilgrimage to the holy places of Christ s ministry ... of

Jeragrac Srboc' Takobeanc', vol. i, and ed., Jerusalem, 1966,

the town of T'ek'irtal in which . . . the dome at the expense

'

'

'

'

124. Somewhat defective, it reads: In the year 1168
[a.d. 1718] on 1 oth October at the time of the patriarchate

p.

'

i,

of the holy city of Jerusalem of the Lord Grigor Sirvanc
an alumnus of Amrdolu (Vank ) and during the primacy
'

,

'

of the three princi <(?pal nations, the Armenians, Latins
and) Greeks [see tiles B12, B13], by the overseeing and
effort..

